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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The interlinked challenges of climate change, energy security and maintaining affordable 

electricity are calling into question the structure of Australia’s supply focussed energy sector, 

based on large-scale, centralised fossil fuel power stations and long distance delivery of 

electricity. There is potential for the future emergence of an intelligent grid that will use low-

emission, distributed energy (DE) technologies and advanced electricity network control 

systems to transform the sustainability of the electricity sector. 

 

The Intelligent Grid (iGrid) Cluster is a three-year collaborative research venture between the 

CSIRO and five leading Australian universities under the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship, 

finishing in June 2011. Its aim is to elaborate the economic, environmental and social impacts 

and benefits of the large-scale deployment of intelligent grid technologies in Australian 

electricity networks. The Cluster is an interdisciplinary venture that complements other 

research being undertaken through the Energy Transformed Flagship. It brings together 

economists, engineers, social scientists, systems scientists and policy scientists to develop 

integrated insights that could not be achieved working separately. 

 

The emergence of an intelligent grid requires strong industry support. As Cluster Leader and 

leader of a specific research project on institutional barriers, the Institute for Sustainable 

Futures designed, facilitated and documented processes to include stakeholders in decision-

making about the direction of the research program, sought specific input from, and informed 

stakeholders about research outcomes. One of the aims was to ensure industry ownership of 

the research outcomes and increase the likelihood that research findings would be 

implemented. 

 

Stakeholder consultation processes included the development of a Cluster website providing 

opportunities for input, a series of consultative industry forums in capital cities around 

Australia and targeted stakeholder surveys on specific issues. As the consultation progressed, a 

focus on the development of a Distributed Energy (DE) Roadmap for Australia emerged. The 

DE Roadmap released at the completion of the iGrid research program will provide 

practitioners and policy makers with a rationale and strategic plan for removing institutional 

barriers to the development in Australia of distributed energy, defined to include demand 

management, energy efficiency, distributed generation and smart metering.  

 

This Stakeholder Consultation Report documents the stakeholder consultation process and key 

outcomes. It is structured as follows: 

 

 Section 0 documents process design considerations for the stakeholder consultation 

 Section 3 describes the actual stakeholder consultation processes 

 Section 4 briefly summarises the outcomes of the stakeholder consultation, with 

reference to more detailed reports 

 Section 5 evaluates the stakeholder consultation processes 
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2. PROCESS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

 

This section documents our approach to the design of the stakeholder consultation processes. 

Section 2.1 identifies the stakeholders in decisions about the emergence of an intelligent grid. 

Section 2.2 discusses the general approach to the stakeholder consultation. Section 2.3 defines 

the objectives of the stakeholder consultation processes. 

 

2.1 STAKEHOLDER DEFINITION 

 

In consultation processes, a distinction is commonly made between public engagement and 

stakeholder engagement. Public engagement processes seek to involve ordinary citizens, or 

the general public, in decision-making processes. Stakeholder engagement processes seek to 

involve organisations, some of which may represent citizens, in decision-making processes. 

The iGrid consultation process was a stakeholder engagement process, focused on involving 

organisations with the potential to influence the emergence of an intelligent grid in Australia. 

 

Hemmati et al (2002, p.2) define stakeholders as ‘those who have an interest in a particular 

decision, either as individuals or representatives of a group. This includes people who 

influence a decision, or can influence it, as well as those affected by it’. In the context of the 

intelligent grid, stakeholder groups include: 

 

 Distribution network service providers (DNSPs) 

 Transmission network service providers (TNSPs) 

 Providers of distributed energy solutions and intelligent grid technologies 

 Other energy businesses, such as generators, retailers and consultants 

 Large energy customers, such as industrial and large commercial users 

 Small energy customers, such as small business and household users 

 Government departments (with policy responsibility) 

 Regulatory authorities (with compliance and regulatory reform responsibility) 

 NGOs representing any of these groups (e.g. consumer advocacy groups) or other 

relevant issues (e.g. environmental NGOs). 

Each of these groups has specific knowledge relevant to the emergence of an intelligent grid 

and may have unique concerns. For TNSPs and DNSPs, intelligent grid systems and distributed 

energy technologies will change the way the grid functions, with potential impacts on network 

stability and reliability, and the nature of the business models required to deliver network 

services. Network businesses need to assess how the spread of these technologies will affect 

their business and how they should respond. 
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Providers of distributed energy solutions and intelligent grid technologies have access to the 

technologies that can make the intelligent grid a reality. They can advise on what is technically 

and economically feasible and will have a stake in the successful emergence of an intelligent 

grid. Other energy businesses will need to understand whether and how the intelligent grid 

will impact on their business. 

 

For energy customers, there is the challenge of understanding how the end user will 

experience the intelligent grid and whether it will deliver positive or negative experiences. 

Energy customers also need to understand how to choose between competing distributed 

energy opportunities that they might adopt to save on their energy costs or improve energy 

reliability. Energy customers need to assess the available options and think about the barriers 

that might prevent these options working in their specific context. 

 

Government departments setting policies that influence the emergence of an intelligent grid 

need to understand whether an intelligent grid is a desirable outcome, what barriers exist to 

the emergence of the intelligent grid, how they might be overcome through policy, and how 

those policies will impact on the whole range of stakeholders. Regulatory authorities charged 

with implementing policy and ensuring compliance need to understand the issues so that they 

can fulfil their role. 

 

NGOs will be interested in ensuring that the groups and issues that they represent are taken 

into account as the intelligent grid develops. 

 

The stakeholder engagement processes under the iGrid Cluster were open to representatives 

from all of these stakeholder groups. In practice, relatively few energy customers and NGOs 

participated. Most of the participants were from businesses engaged in the energy sector and 

government departments or authorities involved in energy policy and regulation. As a result, 

customer perspectives – particularly those of small customers – may be under-represented in 

the consultation outcomes. 

 

2.2 APPROACH 

 

In the initial research proposals for the Intelligent Grid Cluster, there was intent to build 

‘business deliberation’ into the consultation process. Deliberation has become a normative 

ideal within democratic theory (Dryzek, 2002) and is a goal of many public participation 

practitioners. Gundersen (1995, pp. 11-16) describes deliberation as an active process of 

challenging unconsidered beliefs and values, encouraging individuals to arrive at a defensible 

position on an issue. For Dryzek (2002, p.1), it is a non-coercive, reflective and pluralistic 

process, allowing ‘argument, rhetoric, humour, emotion, testimony or storytelling, and gossip’, 

through which people arrive at a particular judgement, preference or view. Crucially, people 

may change their views and preferences during deliberation. This is a clear point of departure 

from liberal theories of individual and collective decision-making, which assume that 

preferences are fixed. 

 

While any decision-making process or dialogue can be deliberative, most work on encouraging 

deliberation is from the perspective of public participation in decision-making and deliberative 
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democracy, rather than stakeholder participation. Deliberative democratic approaches seek to 

move away from decision-making processes that are dominated by stakeholder interests. They 

often involve randomly selected citizens that may have had little previous engagement with an 

issue. They strive to facilitate debate and discussion about what is in the public interest, rather 

than the interests of particular stakeholders. 

 

This makes ‘business deliberation’ a challenging concept. How can business representatives set 

aside their position as interested stakeholders and engage in deliberation in the public 

interest? We could expect this to be a difficult shift for business representatives. It could be 

achieved, but would require substantial time and the establishment of trust between 

participants. 

 

Further, the Intelligent Grid Cluster sought to engage a large number of stakeholders in the 

shift towards an intelligent grid. Deliberative processes with large groups are resource-

intensive and selecting a smaller sub-group to engage in a deliberative process was seen as 

counterproductive for the overall stakeholder consultation, as it would have been seen as 

favouring particular organisations. 

 

In practice, the time, budget and other strategic objectives of the Intelligent Grid Cluster 

worked against the establishment of a truly deliberative process for stakeholder engagement. 

Instead, the stakeholder consultation borrowed some deliberative processes for use within the 

context of more conventional industry consultation forums. 

 

2.3 OBJECTIVES 

 

The objectives of the stakeholder consultation were: 

 

 To inform stakeholders about progress of the research under the Intelligent Grid 

Cluster 

 To bring together high-profile speakers to stimulate industry debate on topics that are 

relevant to the emergence of an Intelligent Grid and build networks of stakeholders to 

support this emergence 

 To provide stakeholders with an opportunity for general input into the research of the 

Intelligent Grid Cluster 

 To provide interested stakeholders with an opportunity for specific input into the 

development of the Australian DE Roadmap 

 To test the efficacy of different stakeholder consultation methods 
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3. STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION PROCESS 

 

This section documents the stakeholder consultation processes used during the iGrid research. 

Section 3.1 outlines the opportunities for input via the iGrid website, Section 3.2 briefly 

summarises the eight consultative industry forums held during the research, Section 3.3 

provides additional detail on the processes used to elicit feedback during the industry forums 

and Section 3.4 reports on some issue-specific surveys undertaken as part of the research.  

 

3.1 WEBSITE, WORKING PAPERS AND NEWSLETTER 

 

The iGrid website (http://igrid.net.au) provided stakeholders with a comprehensive source of 

information about the iGrid cluster, upcoming events and opportunities to participate. As well 

as informing stakeholders about opportunities to participate in industry forums, and providing 

copies of material presented during forums, the website also provided contact details to 

facilitate direct feedback. 

 

ISF also released for comment via the website, a series of five working papers based on our 

research on institutional barriers to distributed energy.  They were: 

 4.1 – Institutional Barriers to the Intelligent Grid 

 4.2 – Policy Tools for Developing Distributed Energy 

 4.3 – Evaluating the Costs of Distributed Energy 

 Meeting NSW’s Electricity Needs in a Carbon Constrained World 

 Distributed Energy in Western Australia: Options and Opportunities 

In June 2011 two other Working Papers will also be released for comment – this stakeholder 

engagement report (4.5) and a working paper on avoidable network costs associated with 

distributed energy options (4.4).  

 

In addition, ISF compiled a database of over 900 interested stakeholders and sent out regular 

newsletters to all database members. Six newsletters were prepared and circulated over the 

course of the research and are available on the website. 

 

3.2 INDUSTRY FORUMS 

 

The iGrid Cluster held eight consultative industry forums, focusing on different themes, 

between December 2007 and August 2010: 

 

 Brisbane, 11 December 2007 – industry consultation workshop with network service 

providers prior to commencement of the iGrid Research Program 

 Sydney, 19 August 2008 – general industry forum and introduction coinciding with the 

official launch of the iGrid Research Program 

 Adelaide, 5 December 2008 – intelligent grid in housing developments and 

institutional barriers to the intelligent grid 

http://igrid.net.au/
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 Brisbane, 7 April 2009 – the potential of distributed energy to contribute to 

greenhouse gas abatement and launch of the Distributed Energy Roadmap Process 

 Melbourne, 14 July 2009 – benefits and costs of energy efficiency, distributed 

generation, load management and smart meters 

 Sydney, 11 November 2009 - key policies that governments and regulatory agencies 

could adopt in order to get us onto the path of distributed energy 

 Perth, 11 March 2010 – options and opportunities for distributed energy in Western 

Australia and a general introduction to iGrid for Western Australia stakeholders 

 Brisbane, 31 August 2010 – role of DE technologies in delivering a secure, affordable, 

low carbon energy supply, including a Policy Showcase and Technical Showcase on 

findings of the iGrid Research program. 

 

A final consultation forum launching the Distributed Energy Roadmap will be held in July 2011. 

The forums brought together energy industry businesses, regulatory authorities and 

government departments, market operators, researchers, advocacy groups and other key 

stakeholders to debate the future role of more intelligent DE options for Australia. From the 

Brisbane forum in April 2009 onwards, the focus was on input into the development of a 

Distributed Energy Roadmap for Australia as part of the iGrid Research Program. Detailed 

reports on all eight forums are provided as an Appendix to this report. A diagram outlining 

how each forum contributed to the development of the DE Roadmap research process is 

shown in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1: Consultation Forums within the context of the Distributed Energy Roadmap 
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3.2.1 BRISBANE, DECEMBER 2007 

The first industry forum was held in Brisbane on 11 December 2007, prior to finalisation of the 

contract for the Cluster. The focus of this forum was on introducing electricity network 

businesses to the Intelligent Grid Cluster and seeking feedback on how each project could be 

made most useful for those businesses. Although network businesses from around Australia 

were invited to participate, only representatives of Ergon Energy (Qld), Energex (Qld) and 

Integral Energy (NSW) were able to attend on the day. 

3.2.2 SYDNEY, AUGUST 2008 

The Intelligent Grid Launch and an associated industry forum were held in August 2008 in 

Sydney. The Sydney industry forum was divided into two sessions, on: 

 

 Making it happen: This session explored the vision for an intelligent grid, international 

developments and the big-picture policy, regulatory and technological changes needed 

to make the vision a reality 

 Making it work: This session took a closer look at how the intelligent grid might work, 

how people will interact with the technologies and the economic, environmental and 

social issues that arise. 

3.2.3 ADELAIDE, DECEMBER 2008 

The third industry forum was held in Adelaide on the 5th of December 2008. This forum 

examined the institutional barriers to the emergence of an intelligent grid and policy 

mechanisms to overcome them, through a panel discussion. It also explored homes and the 

intelligent grid through a series of presentations about how energy is used in the home, 

initiatives that can encourage the implementation of intelligent communications and 

technologies and how these initiatives can encourage more efficient energy use. The event 

also included a field trip to the Lochiel Park Green Development that features energy efficient 

homes that incorporate solar panels, solar hot water systems and in-home displays. 

3.2.4 BRISBANE, APRIL 2009 

This forum, titled Distributed Energy: Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions Now, explored the 

role of DE in early climate change response and launched the development of the Australian 

Distributed Energy Roadmap. It provided participants with information about the proposed 

two-year process for developing the Roadmap and sought input on the process and the major 

issues to be considered during the development of the DE Roadmap. 

3.2.5 MELBOURNE, JULY 2009 

The Melbourne Industry forum examined the benefits and costs of energy efficiency, 

distributed generation, peak load management and smart metering. It explored the potential 

of these distributed energy technologies to deliver a secure, flexible energy supply, at a lower 

cost and with less greenhouse gas emissions. The discussions were based on building the 

business case for DE and demonstrating that it could potentially be cheaper than centralized 

energy supply if the full delivered costs of electricity supply were considered.  
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3.2.6 SYDNEY, NOVEMBER 2009 

The specific purpose of the Sydney Industry forum was to discuss how to develop an intelligent 

grid and system of distributed energy in Australia, with a particular focus on what policies are 

necessary.  Specifically, attendees were asked to consider what key policies governments and 

regulatory agencies could adopt in order to get us onto the path of distributed energy? To 

inform the discussion held at this forum Working Paper 4.2 entitled 20 Policy Tools for 

Developing Distributed Energy was distributed to participants prior to the forum.  

3.2.7 PERTH, MARCH 2010 

The specific purpose of the Perth Industry forum was slightly different to previous industry 

forums. This forum was about bringing WA stakeholders into the discussion by interpreting 

Project 4 iGrid research in the WA context. To facilitate this outcome, the Project 4 team 

produced a specific issues paper entitled Distributed Energy in Western Australia: Options and 

Opportunities, outlining all of the Project 4 research content areas in a limited amount of detail 

as a thought starter for discussions. This paper was distributed to participants prior to the 

forum.   

3.2.8 BRISBANE, AUGUST 2010 

This forum was designed as a research showcase. It featured a Policy research workshop and a 

Technical research workshop which outlined the aims and outcomes of the research work 

being undertaken by the cluster. 

The policy research showcase discussed the policies as well as social and economic aspects to 

enable uptake of distributed energy measures. It also explored how integrating distributed 

energy technology with a smarter electricity network could facilitate major greenhouse gas 

emission reductions. The key findings of the policy-focused research projects were presented 

in this session. 

The technical research showcase outlined the key findings of the more technical projects 

within the cluster, focusing on network constraints, control solutions, siting of DE technologies 

and mini-grids. 

3.3 FORUM FEEDBACK PROCESSES 

 

Starting from the first industry forum in Brisbane, stakeholders were given an opportunity to 

provide feedback in a conventional question and answer format, following presentations on 

specific topics. At the conclusion of each presentation, stakeholders were given the 

opportunity to ask questions in a plenary format, where all present could hear the question 

and response. This is a very conventional feedback process, used widely in conferences and 

workshops and it was used successfully throughout all of the industry forums. 

 

One of the limitations of this kind of stakeholder consultation is that the questions that arise 

for participants are often on technical matters or matters of clarification, and may not provide 

much assistance in guiding the overall process of the research. Further, interaction is limited to 

the speaker and the questioner. 
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From the second industry forum onwards, panel sessions were regularly used to increase the 

level of interaction and to provide different perspectives on a particular issue. In these 

sessions, multiple panellists would provide their perspectives on an issue and the audience 

would then have an opportunity to ask questions of the panel members. These panel sessions 

were slightly more interactive, as they could result in discussion between multiple panellists 

and the audience. Sometimes, these panel sessions were followed by a short facilitated 

discussion that could move beyond the specific topics raised by the panellists. 

 

After the third industry forum, we recognised the need to provide the discussions with a more 

tangible focus and introduced the idea of developing a Distributed Energy Roadmap for 

Australia. This became a way to focus the stakeholder consultation on tangible steps required 

to deliver such a Roadmap. Consistent with this new approach, we introduced a more 

interactive consultation session as part of the fourth industry forum in Brisbane. In this 

facilitated session, we posed the following questions of participants: 

 

 How can we make the Australian DE Roadmap more valuable to you and your 

organisation? 

o Do we need different objectives? 

o Do we need to change the scope? 

o Do we need to revise the process? 

 What do you think are the critical issues that the DE Roadmap should address? 

 What are the barriers to the successful development and implementation of a DE 

Roadmap? 

 Other comments or questions 

 

We used a roving microphone to allow participants to respond to these questions in a plenary 

style, where the whole group heard the questions and responses. 

 

While this approach provided useful feedback, it had several limitations. First, not all issues 

discussed would have been of interest to all participants, so it was not necessarily the best use 

of participants’ time. Second, some stakeholders may not be willing to reveal their positions on 

particular issues in such a public forum. Third, some stakeholders are not inclined to 

participate in large group settings and prefer to have discussions in smaller groups. 

 

Responding to these limitations, we initiated a series of smaller facilitated workshops as part 

of the (fifth) Melbourne forum. Participants split into two streams, focusing on energy 

efficiency and distributed generation. Each stream had the following process: 

 

 Panel session: 5-minute discussion starters from each panellist 

 Questions of clarification to panellists from the audience 

 Group discussion at tables 

 Facilitated discussion in whole group – one or two key issues that arose in the group 

discussion. 
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The advantage of this approach was that some participants would have felt more comfortable 

discussing issues in a smaller group and more involved in the process. In addition, it made 

better use of the participants’ time, as they could focus on the stream of most interest to 

them. However, this approach is much more dependent on the quality of facilitation at each 

table, which varied (as table groups were self-facilitating). The quality of the written notes 

emerging from the table discussions was often poor, even though the conversations had been 

of a high quality. 

 

At the sixth industry forum in Sydney, we experimented with the use of a World Café process 

to encourage a more deliberative conversation and better documentation. Like the Melbourne 

workshop, participants were asked to split into streams. This time there were three streams: 

energy efficiency; distributed generation; and peak load management and advanced metering. 

As with the Melbourne workshop, a panel provided discussion starters before moving into 

facilitated discussion in table groups. Groups then moved into a World Café process. 

 

This involved asking participants to discuss a series of three questions in small groups of five or 

six around tables with butcher’s paper available. Each question had 15 minutes of discussion 

time dedicated to it. Participants are encouraged to jot down their thoughts on the paper 

during the discussion. After each question all participants bar one were invited to move to a 

different table of their choice. The rationale behind this process is that participants get to 

converse with as many different people as possible, thereby getting a greater distribution of 

understanding and richness of output. In addition, conversations are able to build on previous 

conversations, ideally moving towards a consensus position. 

 

While the World Café process has demonstrated its ability to draw out constructive and 

deliberative discussion, the process used in Sydney was not entirely successful. The facilitators 

in each of the three streams did not have a strong shared understanding of the process and its 

objectives, leading to confusion in some streams. Further, the lack of a specific facilitator and 

scribe at each tables meant that some conversations meandered and were poorly recorded. 

 

While most participants still found the experience positive according to the process evaluation 

form, the process did not necessarily deliver the deliberative conversations we were seeking. 

This can be attributed more to the quality of our facilitation than the quality of the World Café 

process. Some participants suggested that certain personality types dominated conversations 

in some groups, which again is a reflection upon the facilitation. Further, as the issues being 

discussed were very complex and detailed in nature, they were be difficult to adequately 

interrogate in relatively short periods of time. Reducing the scope of discussions and/or 

increasing time available are considerations for future applications of the world café process in 

relation to technical subjects such as the Intelligent Grid. 

 

The remaining workshops returned to a more conventional plenary feedback process, similar 

to that used in the early workshops.
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3.4 SURVEY 

 

To compliment and expand on the industry engagement forums, a survey on barriers to 

demand management was undertaken.  During the iGrid Cluster’s wider investigation of the 

barriers to an Intelligent Grid, many studies and suggestions as to which barriers may be 

preventing Demand Management were identified.  This survey filled a recognised gap, of what 

the diverse group of stakeholders who are involved or interested in the management of 

electricity consumption perceive to be the barriers to the uptake of demand management in 

Australia. 

 

A total of 808 contacts working in and around the demand management industry received the 

survey (e.g. the respondents were not a randomly selected sample of the Australian 

population or industry), from which 202 responses were received.  These contacts were 

predominantly gathered through the industry engagement forum process.    

 

The survey provided a list of 25 statements about potential barriers to DM.  Respondents were 

asked to note their level of agreement as to whether the statement is a barrier (strongly agree, 

agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree).   Additionally, for each 

statement, respondents were asked to note their perception of this potential barrier 

specifically in regards to four types of DM, including Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation, 

Load Management and Time of Use tariffs. To compare the perceptions among stakeholders, 

the survey respondents were grouped into the following categories: Utility, Government, End-

user, DM provider, and Other.  

 

 

4. OUTCOMES 

 

This section overviews the key outcomes associated with each of the stakeholder engagement 

processes conducted as part of Project 4 of the Intelligent Grid Research Cluster.   

 

4.1 FORUM REPORTS 

 

The research team prepared detailed reports on the process and outcomes from each of the 

Industry Forums. These reports are attached separately as an Appendix to this report.  Note as 

the eighth and final Industry Forum in Brisbane was not specific to Project 4, a forum report is 

not included in this document.  

 

4.2 FEEDBACK AND RESPONSES 

 

ISF maintained a database of feedback received.  The database included specific feedback, 

documented responses to the feedback and tracked the associated research implications.  

Feedback was particularly forthcoming associated with the release of each Working Paper.  
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This feedback has been progressively addressed through incorporation into the research 

program over the past two years as relevant. Key themes emerging from the feedback are 

detailed below. 

INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS FEEDBACK 

Stakeholders provided additional and more detailed barriers to and benefits of distributed 

energy, than provided in the Institutional Barriers to an Intelligent Grid Working Paper, for 

example the potential barrier of community acceptance.  However, most of the additional 

barriers identified through the feedback process were technical, which is not within the scope 

of the iGrid Project 4.  Additionally, there was support for the barrier classification system 

identified in the working paper. 

POLICY TOOLS FEEDBACK 

Much of the feedback on the 20 Policy Tools for Developing Distributed Energy Working Paper 

questioned how the proposed policies fit within the current policy context or requested more 

detailed explanation of how to prioritise or manage the integration of multiple instruments 

simultaneously. Numerous suggestions of additional policy measures were raised, many of 

which were in response to technical rather than institutional barriers, which are often more 

tangible. This reinforces the importance of other iGrid Cluster Research Projects focussing on 

overcoming actual or perceived technical barriers to distributed generation primarily. The 

specific focus on government as the primary focus for policy change was also questioned 

during the forum.  Additionally, particular support was provided for information and skills 

development related policies.   

D-CODE MODEL FEEDBACK 

There were a series of technical responses to the D-CODE working paper and model.  These 

covered suggestions regarding costs, references, capacity factors and firm peak ratings of 

different technology options.  Additionally, suggestions of additional technologies or different 

segmentation of technology options were provided. 

 

4.3 BARRIERS TO DEMAND MANAGEMENT SURVEY RESULTS 

 

The results of the stakeholder survey on barriers to demand management indicate a prioritised 

list of potential barriers.  This list shown in Figure 1 illustrates the extent to which stakeholders 

consider each of the 25 proposed statements to be barriers to DM.  The weighted averages of 

agreement for each respondent category are presented, as well as the overall mean level of 

agreement. 

 

“A coordinated approach to DM is lacking at a state/or national level” was the statement with 

the strongest level of agreement as a barrier to DM.   This statement received the strongest 

level of agreement for all respondent categories, with the exception of Utilities who had 

marginally stronger agreement on three other barriers (see Figure 2).  The lack of coordination 

issue also had the strongest agreement pertaining to all of the DM technology types.   
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The proposed barriers with the most similar level of perceptions among all respondents were 

“Lack of data on costs, reliability, potential from DM precedents” (I2) and the “Landlord-tenant 

relationship” (S6), in that all types of respondents agree, to a similar level, that these 

statements are barriers to DM.  

 

The barrier with the widest range in perceptions among respondents was “Regulatory 

processes (security, reliability) do not consider DM” (R15), with Utilities slightly less than 

neutral and all other respondents agreeing.   Other barriers with dissimilar perceptions include 

“Electricity supply businesses make profit based on the amount of electricity that they sell, 

therefore DM decreases profit” (R13) and “Consumers and electricity supply businesses 

typically require a shorter payback period for the investment in DM than other network 

investments” (G8). 

 

More detail about the Barriers to Demand Management survey and results can be found in the 

associated report uploaded on the iGrid website.   
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Figure 2: List of presented barriers to DM in order of Agreement / Disagreement by respondent organisation 

 
 

Average Utility Govt End User DM Provider Other

B21. No DM / environmental objective in National Electricity Law

B19. Utility bias towards centralised supply

B18. Lack of state  / national government consideration for DM

B20. Electricity suppliers lack expertise / experience with DM 

B24. Electricity suppliers prefer CAPEX to OPEX, DM is OPEX

B23. Consumers want to use power when & how they choose

B22. Electricity consumers lack interest in saving energy

AgreeDisagree Neutral

C25. Lack of coordination at  state / national level

P12. Time based prices poorly reflect time & location cost of energy

P11. Local peak / network constraints not reflected in power prices  

P10. Lack of carbon price

S4. Competing priorities in utilities limit consideration of DM

S6. Landlord-tenant relationship

S5. Disaggregated electricity market - DM benefits hard to capture

R15. Regulatory processes (security, reliability ) don't consider DM

R14. Networks don't invest in DM unless constraint is imminent

R16. Regulatory Test (RIT) limits assessment of DM 

R17. High $ threshold of Regulatory Invetsment Test  restricts DM 

R13. Electricity suppliers profit from electricity sold, DM cuts profits

I3. Lack of information about network constraints

I2. Lack of data on costs, reliability, potential from DM precedents

I1. Limited experienced / skilled DM service providers

G9. Utilities have easier access  to finance than DM  providers 

G8. Consumers / utilities want shorter DM payback than  for supply

G7. Lack of capital, financiers, funds for DM project proponents
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4.4 KEY THEMES 

 

Across both the Barriers to Demand Management Survey and a number of the Stakeholder 

Engagement Forums there was a series of reoccurring themes – priority barriers to address or 

policies to employ.   Specifically, the need: 

 For better co-ordination particularly to enable the multiple benefits of demand 

management and energy efficiency to be realized; 

 To address split incentives associated with the landlord and tenant relationship; and 

 To address the regulatory arrangements for DE. 

 

5. EVALUATION OF CONSULTATION PROCESSES 

 

This section evaluates the stakeholder consultation processes against the objectives defined in 

Section 2.3. 

 

To inform stakeholders about progress of the research under the Intelligent Grid Cluster. 

 

The iGrid stakeholder consultation processes provided multiple ways that stakeholders could 

become informed about the progress of the research, including: 

 Six newsletters sent out to our database of interested parties 

 Eight industry forums that included presentations about research outcomes 

 A dedicated website that reported research outcomes under each research project 

and posted documents and presentations from the industry forums. 

During the course of the Intelligent Grid Research Cluster ISF has engaged to a greater or lesser 

extent with 984 stakeholders.   

To bring together high-profile speakers to stimulate industry debate on topics that are 

relevant to the emergence of an Intelligent Grid and build networks of stakeholders to 

support this emergence 

 

The industry forums were very successful in attracting high-profile speakers to stimulate 

industry debate. Speakers have included: 

 

 State and Federal Government Ministers 

 Managing Directors of several energy utility businesses 

 The Director of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship 

 Representatives from numerous energy regulators and government departments 

 International speakers from the California Public Utilities Commission and the 

Singapore A*STAR SINERGY Centre. 

 

The industry forums provided a space for industry debate and all except the first Brisbane 

forum (prior to the Cluster Launch) were well attended by industry participants. 
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It is more difficult to judge whether the stakeholder consultation has successfully built a 

network of stakeholders that will support the emergence of an intelligent grid. Certainly, iGrid 

has helped to raise the profile of intelligent grid issues and to build networks between 

interested parties. The role of these networks in hastening the emergence of an intelligent grid 

is unlikely to be clear for several years. 

 

To provide stakeholders with an opportunity for general input into the research of the 

Intelligent Grid Cluster 

 

The iGrid stakeholder consultation processes provided stakeholders with numerous 

opportunities for general input into the research, including: 

 

 The opportunity to provide general comments via the website 

 General consultation sessions during the industry forums, particularly the first four 

forums. 

 

Input was sought in multiple different ways to suit specific stakeholder needs, including 

comments during plenary sessions at industry forums, comments in small groups during 

industry forums, anonymous feedback surveys and the opportunity to call or email with 

comments after industry forums. Some of the feedback received was discussed in Section 4.2. 

 

Only a limited number of research-related enquires were fielded through the website and as 

such the website alone did not act as a particularly strong two-way communication channel 

between stakeholders and researchers, although was the primary referral site for stakeholder 

access to research reports. 

 

To provide interested stakeholders with an opportunity for specific input into the 

development of the Australian DE Roadmap 

 

From the fourth industry forum (in Brisbane) onwards, stakeholders had an opportunity for 

specific input into the development of the Australian DE Roadmap. The Roadmap was the 

primary focus of consultation at the remaining industry forums. Opportunities to provide input 

were similar to those available for providing general input, including: 

 

 The opportunity to provide specific comments via the website 

 Specific consultation sessions during the industry forums, particularly the last five 

forums 

 Opportunities to review and provide feedback on Working Papers and other 

publication on specific topics 

 A stakeholder survey on barriers to implementation of distributed energy solutions. 

 

As above, input was sought in multiple different ways to suit specific stakeholder needs. Some 

of the feedback received was discussed in Section 4.2. 

 

To test the efficacy of different stakeholder consultation methods 
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Bearing in mind the time and budget constraints discussed in Section 2.2 and the competing 

objectives outlined in Section 2.3 and above, the iGrid stakeholder consultation process did try 

to test various different stakeholder consultation methods. A summary of the approaches 

used, and their evolution over time, was provided in Section 3.3. 

 

We have not attempted a formal comparative evaluation of the various stakeholder 

consultation methods used during the iGrid research. Most of the feedback processes used 

were fairly conventional and they worked reasonably well at eliciting input from the 

stakeholders. However, this input was generally framed from the interest perspective of each 

stakeholder, rather than the public interest. Our attempts to move towards more deliberative 

processes of stakeholder engagement were hindered by lack of time and budget. The World 

Café process showed potential but needed stronger facilitation and more time in the program. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Although the stakeholder consultation processes used during the iGrid research fell short of 

the ideal of facilitating ‘business deliberation’, they have successfully met other objectives of 

publicising the research, gathering input to enhance the working papers and building 

networks. A strategic issue that is raised by the iGrid experience is how to balance inclusion of 

all stakeholders in consultation processes with the quality of the resulting conversation.  

 

Business deliberation may have been a feasible objective for a small cohesive group that would 

meet together over a long period of time. It was not a feasible objective for the large group of 

stakeholders gathered for the iGrid research, at least not within the budget constraints of the 

project.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

This document provides the results of the first planning workshop held as part of the 

Intelligent Grid Cluster, a joint CSIRO-University collaboration involving projects which cover 

the technical, economic and social aspects associated with increasing the application of 

distributed energy solutions in Australia. 

The purpose of the workshop was to ensure that the Cluster is planned as a coherent set of 

research programs, to increase the level of familiarisation of the researchers with the research 

work and projects of the other members of the cluster team and to introduce the Cluster to 

industry stakeholders. A list of workshop attendees is provided in Appendix A. 

 

DAY 1 – PROJECT TEAM WORKSHOP 

(I) PRELIMINARY RESEARCH PLANNING EXERCISE 

 

(a) Developing a Vision  

These outcomes are the results of a group brainstorm and were used to develop a vision 

statement, and contribute to the communications strategy. 
 

 “What comes to mind for you when you think of Intelligent Grid?”   

 Avoid new coal-powered base-load plant – reduce % of base-load met by coal 

 Alternative fuels 

 “Scale free” networks – in contrast with hierarchical network 

 Integration into current systems and National Energy Market 

 Integration with the built environment 

 Reduces water use e.g. gas generation uses 3% of the water that coal generation uses 

 “Intelligent” + “Grid ≡ intangible + tangible ≡ left brain + right brain 

 Remote access 

 Customer power and enhanced choice 

 More demand-side flexibility 

 Reflecting community preferences → community acceptability 

 How people interact with energy 

 Tapping human potential and creativity 

 Facilitation of/ by new technologies  

 Flexible grid which will cope with future supply and demand 

 Self healing systems 

 Future proofing 

 Autonomous micro grids 

 Intelligent Grid value proposition 

 Distributed control and generation 

 Improved security, reliability, robustness 



 
 

 

 
 

 Reduced vulnerability 

 Economic efficiency 

 Vehicle to grid 

 Improved metering and control 

 Paradigm shift 

 

(b) Mapping the Intelligent Grid research field and locating Cluster/ CSIRO Projects on this 

map 

The purpose of this exercise was to locate the specific projects of the Research Collaboration 

(Cluster and CSIRO projects) within the larger context of ongoing IG research being conducted 

by others. This can help to: 

 reveal overlaps and linkages between Collaboration projects which could indicate 

opportunities for cooperation and collaboration; 

 identify research taking place elsewhere that could be drawn upon to usefully inform 

Cluster research projects; 

 provide useful collaboration opportunities to further the Cluster research. 

Participants were asked to write down the research topics of IG-related research they are 

aware of that (at a national and international level, excluding their own Research Collaboration 

projects) on pieces of card. Similar research topics were grouped together using an Affinity 

process and given Research Area headings. Participants then wrote down their own research 

topics on cards of a different colour, and placed them on the Map. 

The Map that resulted is depicted in a linear form below. Research Collaboration research 

topics are shown in bold type. 

 

Research Area Specific research topics 
Social, Institutional 

Stakeholder 

 Market and Economic Modelling- Market design + 

Stakeholders (P2) 

 Intelligent Grid Cluster linking social, economic, environmental, 

technical outcomes of large scale uptake of distributed energy 

 Interviews with key stakeholders about decision making & value 

proposition for DE 

 Behavioural change 

 Addressing regulatory barriers (P4) 

 User interaction with intelligent/ sustainable energy features 

(P6) 

 CSIRO IG project- Social modelling 

 Behavioural change (P5) 

 Practice change (P5) 

 Attitudinal change (P5) 

 Stakeholder perspectives on barriers to Intelligent Grid (P4) 

 Barriers and drivers to adoption of distributed energy 



 
 

 

 
 

 Large scale survey - individual level (SA, VIC, NSW, QLD) 

 Survey of SMEs (Peta Ashworth) 

 

Environment  Resource use 

 Air quality 

 Greenhouse emission reduction 

 Water savings 

 CSIRO IG project- Environmental modelling 

 

Regulation  Attitudes & perceptions to regulation (P5) 

 Australian energy regulator: Network Price Setting and DM 

incentives 

 Boundary issues between emissions trading + energy efficiency 

targets 

 

Markets, Economics  Case studies- distributed energy implementation 

 P4 Making modelling of DE more accessible and transparent 

(DCODE) 

 Novel ways of modelling the economics of DE (Iain McGill and 

colleagues, UNSW) 

 Convergence of electricity and transport markets re. electric 

vehicles (see below) 

 Alternative business models for DG uptake 

 Economic modelling of uptake of distributed generation under 

emissions trading 

 Quantifying effects of alternative policies (eg. feed-in tariffs) 

 P2 Economic Modelling 

 P4 Clarifying costs and benefits of DE 

 Interaction between changes in electricity networks and 

electricity markets (ACCS-UQ) 

 Combinatorial opimisation of market impacts of DG using grid 

computing (UQ-Monash) 

 Technology characterisation 

 Market SIM 

 Network SIM 

 Benefits/ problems 

 CSIRO IG Project (Simulation)- Economic modelling 

 Studies by power companies into different pricing 

models/metering/demand management 

 Californian Loading Order 

 Energy efficiency 

 Load management 

 Renewables 

 Network augmentation 



 
 

 

 
 

 Central generation 

 Remote Access - Case studies on communities marginal to the 

grid (P5) 

 DG (System) Modelling (P1) 

 Stability and control (P1) 

 Integration of DG to NEM (system side) (P1) 

 West Aust. Government - Western Power appears to be 

undertaking policy development on renewables. Not yet 

familiar with scope, they are using consultants. 

 P2 Economic Modelling 

 Community Acceptance of South-west integrated grid 

 NEM Modelling > carbon constrained OPF > nodal/ zonal 

Carbon Price? 

 Investment - Is it price sensitive and promoted by carbon price 

or requires governmental support especially rural areas 

 Demand profile smoothing and promotes increased price 

responsiveness at wholesale/retail level 

 

Production, 

transmission, 

distribution 

 Wind generator modelling and control (Tsinghua Univ, China, 

and Hong Kong Univ) 

 Modelling generator and control system for design stability 

analysis 

 (Optional- System vulnerability analysis, but at transmission 

level UQ/EPRI; Topological analysis, Dynamic and steady state 

stability) 

 Wind generation has gained considerable attention all over the 

world. It is assumed that 20% of power generation will by 

through wind by 2020. Too little, too late 

 Dispatch of wind generation as un/scheduled generation 

 Snowy Hydro's use of Off-peak power for recycling of their fuel 

source 

 Snowy Hydro's declining fuel source 

 Re-introduction of environmental flows to the Murray + 

Murrumbidgee River 

 Carbon trading and its effect on investment in power 

generation 

 Geothermal power in central SA 

 Power Distribution (P7) 

 P2 Economic Modelling- Optimal power flow solution > Snowy 

 

Efficiency, demand 

side management 

 How housing estates interact with the grid (P6) 

 CSIRO IG simulation 

 P3 Optimal Siting- Efficient utilisation, DSM 

 Costs and benefits of efficiency and DSM (P4) 



 
 

 

 
 

 

Meters, Metering  Smart metering cost/benefit analysis > Ministerial Council on 

Energy 

 Attitudes & Barriers to adoption of metering (P5) 

 P6 Metering- Three levels 

 Customer response to smart interval metering 

 

Buildings  How much energy & power do houses and housing estates 

really use? (P6) 

 CSIRO Cogen-Gas turbine simulation 

 Case study with strata title 

 Grid-integrated net zero energy buildings 

 Barangaroo development- Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority- 

Cogeneration proposal (~7MW) 

 Low emissions buildings + homes, USA, EU and CSIRO 08/09 

 Mandatory disclosure of energy rating for Aust/NZ housing 

 Frasers Property, Carlton United Brewery site. On-site trigen 

(~5MW) smart metering 

 

Cogen, thermal, solar  Potential vs. Actual energy use by appliances, solarthermal, PV 

and energy saving features (P6) 

 Solar-thermal generation can have a very bright future. CSIRO 

might be involved with this 

 Solar thermal system for absorption chillers. Various research 

(EU Roadmap, AU roadmap) 

 10MW solar plant in QLD near Mt. Isa, in advanced stage. 

 Integration issues 

 P2 - Economic modelling - modelling the value proposition 

 AU research/studies by NEMMCO Consultants for Utils MCE 

 Attitudes & barriers to renewables (P5) 

 Co-generation 

 Combined heat + power 

 Widely used overseas 

 Significant potential as a distributed energy resource 

 Significant CO2 reduction potential 

 Thermal energy storage 

 Combined, heat driven heating and cooling systems 

 Sugar mills in North Queensland 

 CSIRO Simulation of cogeneration 

 Trigeneration – electricity, heating and cooling 

 

Vehicle to Grid  Plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles 

 Market impacts and benefits 

 UQ - Australian Centre for Complex Systems 



 
 

 

 
 

 Recharge-IT, Google Campus 

 Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) (Google, PG4E) 

 30 MW distributed energy scheme in New York  

 Brisbane CBD trials of standby generation 

 CalCars initiative in the US 

 All major car companies developing plug-in hybrid technologies 

 Potential for significant peak shaving/load leveling 

 Equivalent stationary power generation capacity of Australia 

sold as car engines approximately every 4 months 

 

Integration 

(overarching) 

 ALCOA Foundation's Conservation and sustainability program (5 

years global initiative). Renewables as part of its global remit 

See www.strongercommunities.edu.au for links to global 

program 

 University of Michigan 

 CSIRO Low Emissions Distributed Energy Theme 

 DG Technologies 

 Waste heat utilisation 

 Energy management technologies (Agests for DE control) 

 CenDEP industry engagement forum 

 CSIRO IG 

 D-Code 

 Ideas - Local government case studies 

 Curtin Univ- Working on alternative energy projects through 

centre for fuels and energy (CFE) Including clean coal initiative 

with Univ. of Newcastle & in MOU with Chinese Govt 

 Grid as a “complex system”- CRISP project 

 Climate Change Response/Emission reduction 

 

International research  German/EU Micro Grid project 

 Reduce dependency on fossil fuel 

 Smart metering 

 Choice to customers 

 Bidirectional current/power flow 

 5xIG Research Projects going on in USA + EU eg. Gridwise 

consortium CRISP now EU DEEP 

 UK Energy Research Centre - Research on distributed systems 

Oxford Uni Centre for Environment 

 Observation: Intelligent micro grid researches are being done 

some European countries like Greece, Portugal, and Spain etc. 

 European union Intelligent Grid (“Smart Grid”) initiative 

 Rocky Mountain Institute 

 Imperial College/BP- Urban energy studies 

 

http://www.strongercommunities.edu.au/


 
 

 

 
 

Outcomes from exercise: 
To engage with local and international research in a more effective way by tapping into 

existing links including following: 

International Group IG Grid contact 

Oxford University Centre for the Environment Stuart- UTS 

Precourt Institute Peta - CSIRO 

Imperial College Peta - CSIRO 

University of Michigan Dani – Curtin 

Climate change – social aspects, energy Peta - CSIRO 

CRISP  

DTU  

IEA taskforce  

Sinergy (Singapore) Terry – CSIRO, Stuart - UTS 

 

  



 
 

 

 
 

DAY 2: INDUSTRY CONSULTATION WORKSHOP 

(I) INTRODUCTION 

The Stakeholder Engagement Plan for the Intelligent Grid Cluster includes a series of industry 

forums that will provide interested stakeholders to learn about the Cluster research and to 

provide their input on issues and research directions. The Industry Consultation Workshop 

held in Brisbane in December 2007 was the first industry forum. The purpose of this industry 

forum was to introduce the Cluster to industry stakeholders and seek initial input on the 

proposed research projects and how they might be made more useful to industry 

stakeholders. This document provides a summary of the issues discussed during the industry 

forum. 

(II) INTRODUCTION TO CLUSTER RESEARCH PROGRAM 

We believe that a growing, strategic portion of the supply demand gap will be filled in the 

future by low emissions, efficient decentralised energy (DE). It has the advantage of being 

close to the load, cleaner and more efficient than conventional generation. This allows for  

granularity, portability and minimum infrastructure investment. It has significant potential 

benefits to power quality and network security. 

 

The goal of this cluster research program is to determine the value of a DE system for Australia 

and to develop intelligent systems and value propositions for DE in Australia to facilitate its 

wide spread deployment. The project  will uncover the technological, social and economic 

barriers and opportunities  of the implementation of an Intelligent grid. 

 

(III) INTRODUCTION TO PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECTS 

There are seven projects that research different issues surrounding the intelligent grid. 

Technological aspects are covered in: 

Project 1 Control methodologies of distributed generation for enhanced network stability and 

control. 

Project 3:Optimal siting and dispatch of distributed generators and 

Project 7: Operation control and energy management of grid-connected distributed generation 

based on a “micro grid”. 

 

Economics aspects are researched in   

Project 2: Economic Modelling which will conduct  the market and economic modelling of the 

impacts of distributed generation and local co-operating agent-based demand side 

management. 

Project 4: Institutional Barriers which will identify the institutional barriers that will impede the 

implementation of the Intelligent Grid, through stakeholder engagement and economic 

modelling 

 

The social dimension of DE is explored in: 

 Projects 5-Social Impacts of Intelligent Grid and 

This section would go as a separate document to the 

industry folk who attended or regretted not 

attending!  

http://igrid.net.au/node/4
http://igrid.net.au/node/10


 
 

 

 
 

Project 6 the Intelligent Grid in a New Housing Development. 

(IV) INDUSTRY ISSUES DISCUSSED 

P1: Control of Distributed Generators for network stability and control  

 ENERGEX currently has 50-60 distributed generators (DG) within its network. They see 

potential value from research 

 Need for practical outcomes that are accessible to industry 

 

P2: Market and Economic Modelling of DG and Local Co-operating agent DSM 

 How should costs be allocated? Who should pay?  

 Articulating “cost” is an issue. Security of supply, reliability and power quality are both 

costs and benefits. 

 ENERGEX has current trial with interrupting air conditioning for 10 minutes/hour 

(compressor off, fan remaining on). Albany Creek area. Aim is to study effects on load. 

Similar to South Australian study in Glenelg. 

 ENERGEX and Ergon have run hot water load control since 1950s. Achieve load reductions 

of 700 MW in winter and 100-150 MW in summer. 

 Hot water load control gives firm load reduction. How can DG be made firm?  

 Non-firmness of load has to be managed, different for retailers (NEM risk) and networks 

(capacity and possible high load factor risks) 

 The Blacktown Solar Cities program uses dynamic peak pricing where an SMS message is 

sent to property owners which notifies them of the tariff during a peak event. 

 US studies on community acceptance of automatic load control (e.g., a/c control by 

network). Acceptance levels diminishes over time, customers become less willing to forego 

services. 

 Support for renewables – plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV), battery storage, thermal storage, 

small generators 

 Issue about the power that PHEV would draw. Suggestion that 10-20 kW required for 

charge, so the PHEV would increase night time demand for energy. Can act as home UPS 

[uninterruptible power supply] 

 Intelligence required in communications between car and grid. Need to look at entire grid 

or regional area? 

 A separate CSIRO/UQ project is looking at decentralised control through cooperating 

intelligent controllers (agents) 

 

P3: Optimal siting and dispatch of Distributed Generators;  

 

P4: Institutional Barriers, Stakeholder Engagement and Economic Modelling 

 “Distributed Energy” – suggestion that it be DE and Power. Power is a critical issue for 

networks that IG research could address this 

  

P5: Social and Community Understanding and Acceptance of DE 

 Is any research being done in looking at density (number of people per household) 



 
 

 

 
 

 Need for looking at the next 15-20 years [for planning and assessing network investment] 

instead of 5 years (in DANCE model). 

  

P6: The Intelligent Grid in a new Housing Development 

 Need to ensure long planning horizon and vision. 

 Research outputs must be useable. How will networks be able to put outputs to use? E.g., 

SW Brisbane has 100,000 people, 25,000 homes, distribution system transformers service 

50-150 customers. How do we communicate with all these? What sort of intelligence do 

we need? 

 Need automation and intelligence, not data. 

 Interface with consumer is very important. It has got to be easy to use, comparable with 

ease of using TV (rather than VCR) 

 

P7: Operation of Distributed Generators in a mini grid Siting 

 Initial issue about language. Research Project defines mini-grid as a ‘controllable load’ 

from a utility perspective. Network has usually used term for stand-alone mini-networks in 

remote/rural power supply contexts. 

 Proposition that in future, every distributed transformer would become a ‘micro grid’ 

 The micro-grid would require grid backup on demand – conflict area with network about 

connection charges, as 98% of customers currently pay grid connection charges 

 CSIRO research project is aimed at unpicking DG connection charges towards resolution of 

this issue 

 Safety is a paramount issue for the network. When there is network failure, DG must not 

energise the network. Non-islanding protection usually built into inverters so DG cuts out 

when it detects loss of network signal. DG must be able to disconnect and re-connect to 

the grid. 

 Issue about new islanding risks when a large number of distributed generators (say PV 

systems) are connected. The combined energy of many PV systems may disable the ability 

to detect main grid failure. Would they synchronise with each other? 

 Potential research gap – stability analysis and fault detection is a key area for ENERGEX 

 Question about who should have responsibility and liability for maintaining equipment on 

individual properties (e.g., customer inverters connected to residential PV) 

 Terry Jones (CSIRO) noted that the cluster research projects can be expanded to include 

additional research, especially if there is industry ‘pull’. 

 Issue about the acceptable level of harmonic interference (arising from Professor Ghosh’s 

proposition that 5% would be acceptable). ENERGEX noted that this level in not acceptable 

in grid.  

 Question about who should be responsible for detecting and fixing problems such as 

harmonic interference from DG. 

 Comments on need to make full lifecycle cost assessments, including impacts on network, 

as well as capital and O&M costs 

 Regulatory issues relating to cost recovery for mini grid. Allowed to recover costs for either 

mini-grid or network supply, not both. [network as a set of interconnected mini-grids is a 

new situation not addressed] 



 
 

 

 
 

 Who should be responsible for power quality and reliability in new context? 

 

The Industry Consultation Workshop raised some useful issues for each Cluster Project to 

consider. Project Leaders will need to take these issues into account in planning and 

undertaking their research.  
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1. THE INDUSTRY FORUM 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 19th August in the Gallery Function Centre at the University of 

Technology, Sydney. The forum was divided into two sessions. 

• Session 1: “Making it happen” explored the vision for an intelligent grid, international 

developments and the big-picture policy, regulatory and technological changes needed to make this 

vision a reality. 

 

• Session 2: “Making it work” took a closer look at how the intelligent grid might work, how people 

will interact with the technologies as well as the economic, environmental and social issues that 

could potentially arise. 

 

ISF invited panellists to represent key Australian stakeholders to discuss the different dimensions of 

the issue. In order to address international developments two video-conferences were conducted, 

the first key-note speaker was Nancy Ryan, Chief of Staff, at the Californian Public Utilities 

Commission. Nancy’s presentation gave a good insight into intelligent grid developments in 

California which have made California one of the most successful jurisdictions in the world in actually 

making smart grids happen. 

 

The second key note address was given by Professor Ho Hiang Kwee the Centre Director of A*STAR 

SINERGY Centre in Singapore. His presentation explained the current situation in Singapore with high 

dependency on fossil fuels, and overcapacity of generation which is acting as a barrier to new 

cleaner development in renewables and distributed energy.  He summarised key policy initiatives 

such as Electricity Vending System, IEDS Intelligent Energy Distribution System Program, Tianjin Eco- 

City Project and the Smart Island Project, as well as the objectives of the SINERGY Centre.  

Purpose of inviting the two international speaks to address the Forum was to raise awareness of 

developments in the field internationally and start the process of exchange and learning between 

nations. It also illustrated the advancement of smart communication technology that we were able 

to successfully conduct two fully interactive session with these international speakers 

 

2. THE ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups.  

 Regulatory authorities 

 Government departments 

 Distribution and transmission network service providers: Energy Australia, Country Energy 

 Consumer advocacy groups as well as  

 Environmental non government organizations.   

 

 



 
 

 

As the Cluster leader, ISF/UTS asked members within this research cluster to nominate invitees. The 

electronic invites were sent and followed up with hard-copy invites to individuals whose attendance 

was crucial. At a final count, the cluster had invited around 325 people to attend the Industry Forum 

and Launch. 

An internal meeting at the Institute of Sustainable futures took place to identify representatives 

from the major stakeholder groups to be on the panel for the Industry Forum. Once the panellists 

were indentified, they were individually approached by ISF staff and briefed about the event and the 

suggested discussion topic.   

The two panel sessions featured a diverse range of representatives from both within the research 

cluster and industry. The first panel session “Making it happen” included a range of representatives 

in the areas of regulation, climate campaigning, industry and academia. Panel Session 2, “Making it 

work” featured representatives from industry, government policy and government research 

organisations.  

 

3. PURPOSE  

 

The Sydney forum continued the engagement process that commenced in Brisbane in December 

2007. The on-going exchange involves the energy supply industry and other key stakeholders to 

debate the future role of more intelligent distributed energy options for Australia.  

The purpose of this Sydney forum was to identify key personnel within the target organisations, 

raise awareness of the project and engage more New South Wales based stakeholders in the 

research for project 4.  

 

4. THE DISCUSSION  

 

This section outlines the discussion points raised by the panel and audience members who 

participated in session 1 and 2 of the forum. 

 

4.1 SESSION 1 

 

Mr Mike Buckley, discussed the role of the Australian Energy Regulator in regulating the distribution 

and transmission on the generator side, and how it monitors the bidding system and bidding 

practices for generators. In the near term, the energy retail function remains with state regulators, 

so all licence conditions are set by state government and are required for augmentation of network.  

However over the next 5 years, regulation will be transferred from a jurisdictional to a Federal level 

into a single national framework. In review of distribution business, he mentioned that energy 

consumption growth is slowing, however peak demand is growing and that large capital works are 

being planned. He also stressed that the  regulatory process must account for demand management. 

 

Jane Castle from the Total Environment Centre, stated how GHG emissions cuts of 80-90% are 

required by 2050. The Emissions Trading System and a few energy efficiency programs are not 

enough. To reach these targets requires the involvement of the entire community, we must move 

toward the arrangements in California with regulators, policy makers all involved. NSW distribution 



 
 

 

network proposals currently focus on poles and wires to service peak demand rather than demand 

management.  

 

Wasim Saman of the University of South Australia, focused the trend of increasing domestic  energy 

demand due to the growth in the air conditioner market, a trend which contrary to the direction we 

should be heading. Project 6, focuses on the Lochiel Park development in Adelaide where the homes 

are designed to have a high 7.5 star rating. The technologies present in the homes include solar hot 

water systems, photovoltaic panels, smart meters, real time displays and peak load limiters. The 

research investigates the way householders will interact with these technologies and which 

technology will work best for Australian families. The method includes detailed analysis of energy 

and water use in addition to surveying attitudes and behaviours to facilitate a shift to more 

sustainable behaviour.  

 

Peter Bourke from Energy Australia discussed the level of infrastructure that is required for the 

network to operate effectively. He outlined the problem that distribution companies have limited 

real-time network information and no information at low and medium voltages. . The iGrid vision 

allows for improved data and detection of failures through advanced communication devices which 

will help operate the network more efficiently and lead to a cultural change in the way networks 

carry out their business. 

 

Chris Dunstan from the Institution for Sustainable Futures , representing Project 4, clarified those 

institutional non-technical barriers to the implementation of the iGrid vision. These institutional 

barriers include regulatory barriers, lack of information, incorrect pricing signals and a tradition of 

supporting centralised network investment. 

 

4.2 SESSION 2  

 

Col Ussher from Country Energy also re-iterated that the industry is currently at bottom of learning 

curve, and there is little understanding of what and how smart communications and metering will 

deliver benefits. Country Energy is undertaking the development of intelligent network 

communities, trialling smart meters with approximately 5000 customers. The assessment will focus 

on four key areas: power quality and monitoring, outage intelligence, system automation, demand 

management and embedded generation. An education centre has also been  established in 

Queanbeyan, ACT,  to educate consumers about the potential for integrating renewables into the 

energy mix and raise awareness of the consequences of energy use. 

 

Oliver Story discussed the demand management and smart meters projects that are being 

conducted through the Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (DRET). DRET is focused more 

on network investment and network alternatives due to monopoly market structure when 

developing network plans. In the Smart metering project a cost- benefit analysis was conducted, this 

uncovered a range of benefits, specifically the change in consumer behaviour in terms of peak 

shifting and energy conservation. The project includes the supporting communication infrastructure, 

which provides customers equipment that connects to communication system so customers can 

receive messages and commands  

 



 
 

 

The Council of Australian Governments rationale is to improve price signals for investors and 

customers and observe impacts of the smart-meter rollout on objectives such as energy process and 

reliability.  The VIC and NSW rollouts will oversee the installation of 5 million meters by 2017, 

however this rollout also needs a consumer education component and specification for regulatory 

requirements and establish a clear business case within the national framework. 

 

Peta Ashworth from CSIRO raised the question of “what does I-Grid offer consumers”? It offers an 

action response to Climate Change and the opportunity to control home energy systems and save 

money. Perceived benefits vary from individual to individual, depending on whether they believe in 

climate change is an important issue and the value they place on the environment. Other factors 

such as levels of income, age, education and knowledge of the energy market also influence if 

consumers will participate or leave to the experts.  

 

Not all consumers are willing to take on the energy manger role and the greatest challenge is to 

engage with individuals who don’t want to change their behaviour (the value-action gap).The way to 

overcome this barrier is to regulate and encourage participation. Surveys of 1,000 individuals across 

QLD, NSW and VIC to uncover attitudes to electricity alternatives and demand management, show 

an 82% acceptance of central controls for pool pumps and 59% for air conditioners. Motivating 

factors included saving money, electricity and saving the environment. Solar is the preferred DG 

source due its reliability and durability, further enhanced by feed in tariffs and rebates, next popular 

is followed by bio-gas generation. 

 

Michael Zammit a Demand Side response aggregator with the privately owned company Energy 

Response (ER). His company persuades end users to reduce demand in the event of high wholesale 

prices or a shortage of generation. Energy Response operates in the National Energy Market, 

Western Australian and New Zealand markets. He advocates a strategy of DSR, load curtailment or 

switch to alternative generation or fuel. He makes the comparison between the New Zealand and 

the Australian markets.  The market system in New Zealand allows for a better integration of iGrid 

vision since the technology for remote control is available and it is quick to register as a participant 

in the market, and get control technology accredited. Comparatively, the NEM in Australia very 

cumbersome, for example it is illegal for a demand side operator to register in the market,. There is 

also no incentive or even conflicts of interest for retailers to partake in DSR or DM, therefore we 

need to have a system like in Texas, where they have their own market for demand. There are issues 

around regulation, policy making and in Australia no natural leader exists which contrasts with the 

situation in California with the CPUC. Only NSW seems to be moving towards DSR programs.  

 

Ariel Libeman from the University of Queensland, who has been involved with two iGrid research 

projects. Project 1 has a technical focus with a Distributed Generation model. The project will model 

how intermittent renewables (solar, wind) will impact upon system reliability and security control. 

Project 2, examines DG technologies impact of the economics of energy and payback periods. A 30 

year pay back on Infrastructure is generally expected, yet different criteria applied to renewables 

with much shorter pay- back period of 10 years is expected. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

4.3 COMMENTS FROM AUDIENCE 

 

A comprehensive decision making framework is required, with a coherent model for decision making 

in stationary energy sector. People are far more willing to make changes with education programs so 

the market should encourage consumers to alter their behaviours such as through an attractive TOU 

tariff rather than penalise with load shedding. Therefore, load limiters not recommended and 

consumers should be able to choose the limit themselves.  

The average home uses 16kWh per day. The KWh target for project 6 homes is half of that average 

with homes moving toward energy self sufficiency. Hugh Outhred from UNSW noted that for the 

Newington Village it was observed that when insulation was improved, it deferred peakiness. So 

insulation or other demand management strategies should be chosen before network 

augmentation. The AEMC and NEMMCO should be involved in iGrid research and there should be a 

star rating for peak demand.  

 

Energy Australia commented that with their free gas hot water systems program in which they 

approached 300 homes they had a very low up take rate of only 15 homes. It was discovered that 

there was a high standard fee for a gas connection that people would need to pay if they did not 

have gas connected. This fee was a significant barrier despite the systems being supplied for free. 

The attitude of ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ and suspicions about why Energy Australia were giving 

something for free also accounted for the low participation rates.  

 

 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Sydney was successful in achieving its objective of  

- Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship 

- Promote the Intelligent Grid research cluster among key stakeholder groups 

- Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid. 

- Allow audience participation and feedback 

- Continue a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is relevant 

and practical  

- Build relationships with industry groups and  

- Fostering these relationships will allow the research cluster access to data and minimise 

institutional barriers to the acceptance of DG in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

 

The Adelaide Industry forum was the first in the series of consultative industry forums held in a 

number of capital cities around Australia. These forums bring together the energy supply industry 

and other key stakeholders to debate the future role of more intelligent distributed energy (DE) 

options for Australia.  

 

The specific purpose of the Adelaide Industry forum was engagement with the South Australian 

industry stakeholders to: 

- Raise awareness of the Intelligent Grid Project 

- Discuss the progression of the project 

- Provide an in-depth presentation on University of South Australia’s research on project 6 

‘Intelligent Grid in a New Housing Complex’ and the University of Technology, Sydney’s 

research on Project 4 ‘Institutional Barriers, Stakeholder Engagement and Economic 

Modeling’. 

- Build relationships with stakeholders in Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth 

 

 

2. AGENDA AND OVERVIEW 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 5 December 2008 in the Bradley Forum at the City West 

Campus of the University of South Australia. The agenda for the forum included a number of 

presentations government, utility, academics and industry experts involved with or affected by 

policy, regulation and implementation of distributed energy in South Australia. This was 

complemented by facilitated panel sessions designed to give the audience and participants the 

opportunity to pose direct questions and issues to the expert panels specifically selected for their 

breadth of representation. 

 

During the first morning session chaired by Professor Stuart White - Intelligent Grid Cluster Leader 

from the Institute for Sustainable Futures there were presentations including: 

 Introductory remarks by Mr Vince Duffy - Director, Markets and Sustainability, Energy 

Division, South Australian Department of Transport, Energy and Infrastructure  

 Keynote address provided by Dr Patrick Walsh- Chairman, Essential Services Commission of 

South Australia on The Role of Economic Regulators in Removing Barriers to Distributed 

Energy and 

 Mr Chris Dunstan - Leader Intelligent Grid Project 4, Institute for Sustainable Futures on 

Institutional Barriers to the Intelligent Grid: Introduction to the Discussion Paper 

 

This final presentation by Chris Dunstan introduced the discussion paper on the Institutional Barriers 

to an Intelligent Grid, which was designed to inform the panel discussions throughout the day and 

provide context for the speaker presentations.  
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The second morning session involved a 90-minute panel session entitled “Institutional Barriers to 

Intelligent Grid” chaired by Professor Stuart White. This session examined the barriers to the 

deployment of an intelligent grid and explored possibly policy mechanisms to overcome these 

barriers. In order to bring about greater reliability, safety, efficiency and sustainability in the 

electricity supply system.  

This session including the following panellists: 

 Dr Patrick Walsh - Chairman, Essential Services Commission of South Australia; 

 Mr Hugh Gleeson - Chief Executive Officer, United Energy Distribution; 

 Mr Vince Duffy - Director, Markets and Sustainability, Energy Division, Department for 

Transport, Energy and Infrastructure, SA Government; 

 Ms Felicity Stening - Business Development Manager, Low Energy Supplies and 

Services 

 Mr Sandy Pulsford - Managing Director, Solaris Technology (DE provider) 

 Mr Nalin Wickramasinghe- General Manager, Cogent Energy (DE provider) 

 

The panellists that had not already presented each gave a short presentation primarily addressing 

the following questions: 

 What are the most significant barriers to development of Intelligent Grids and developing 

Distributed Energy options  in Australia, and  

 What are the possible policy/regulatory reform to address these barriers? 

 

The second session in the afternoon titled “Homes and the Intelligent Grid” involved a 90-minute 

presentations was chaired by Professor Wasim Saman, project leader of project 6.  There were five 

presentations including: 

 Keynote address provided by Mr Hugh Gleeson the Chief Executive Officer, United Energy 

Distribution, Victoria who presented on Homes and the Intelligent Grid A Network 

Perspective; 

 Dr Peta Ashworth -The CSIRO who presented on the Householder Perspective to Low 

Emission Technologies and 

 Mr Sandy Pulsford - Director, Solar Shop Australia Pty Ltd who presented on Grid Connected 

Domestic Solar Power in Australia 

 Prof Wasim Saman - Director of Research, Institute for Sustainable Systems and 

Technologies , University of South Australia who provided an Introduction to the Intelligent 

Grid in a New Housing Development Project; 

 Prof Monica Oliphant - President, International Solar Energy Society (ISES), who provided 

Results from House Energy Monitoring project and 
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 Mr Lachlan Mudge - Institute for Sustainable Systems and Technologies who discussed 

Intelligent Metering and Monitoring of Energy Data 

 

This was followed by a short facilitated discussion initiated by questions from the audience.  The day 

was concluded by Mr Terry Jones, Low Emission Distributed Energy Theme Leaser, CSIRO Energy 

Transformed Flagship, who summarised the proceeding.  

 

3. ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups.  

 Regulatory authorities 

 Electricity market operator 

 University and CSIRO researchers 

 Government departments 

 A Victorian main distribution/transmission network service provider (United Energy 

Distribution) 

 Consumer  and Environmental advocacy groups as well as 

 DE Industry representatives.  

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The powerpoint presentations given can be found http://igrid.net.au/node/190. This section 

outlines the main discussion points raised in the facilitated panel sessions. Where the points were 

made by specific panellists, the initials of the relevant panellist is included after the comment. 

Comments without initials reflect general discussion points contributed by several panellists and/or 

attendees. 

 

PANEL SESSION 1: INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS TO THE INTELLIGENT GRID AND 

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY 

 

Main Discussion Points from the panel speakers: 

Patrick Walsh- Essential Services Commission of South Australia:   

 In his presentation he talked at length about barriers resulting from the issues of uncertainty 

and the risks that distributors face, in terms of implementing energy options.  Uncertainty 

about costs and also the benefits is a major issue for distributors as well as customers. 

 Dealing with the issue of peak demand management in South Australia comes back to the 

issue of split incentives or landlord/tenant issues.   

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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 A major factor in determining whether profitability is going to be impacted by distributed 

energy options is whether the distributor should - the form of control - should be a revenue 

cap or a price cap or some sort of average revenue cap. 

 

Hugh Gleeson- United Energy Distribution : 

 When looking at overcoming barriers it’s important to get the overall framework right. 

 We have got to develop a framework that fosters innovation  

 The current pricing structure on assets has a  40 or 70 year return on those assets but DG is 

expected to give a five year return .We have got to break out of those long timeframes 

which will be a major structural shift.   

 

Vince Duffy- South Australian Dept of Transport, Energy and Infrastructure:  

 If we look at centralised energy production and transporting it out to the major load centres, 

you see the economies of scale and production have resulted in very low energy prices.  

Australia's in the lowest energy prices around the world, which is one of the real barriers to 

the rollout of DG is that the prices that you're competing against are very low. 

 Embedded generation within a mesh network while energy demand continues to grow 

won’t stop an upgrade but only defer the next upgrade. It's just a movement in time of 

investment, rather than actually avoiding investment. 

 Networks incentive structures are about ensuring customers' demand is met. If you've got a 

large scale embedded generation, the problem with that is that unless you, as a customer, 

are willing to turn off when your large embedded generation turns off, there's actually no 

network benefit because the customer focus of the businesses requires them to ensure that 

supply is always available. 

 

Felicity Stening- Low Energy Supplies & Services: 

 It is important to recognise that there are barriers that are individual to each community. 

Surveying the community is one way to gather a lot of community intelligence.  Talking to 

the community is vital in the success of delivering any of the energy efficiency or demand 

management measures.   

 

Sandy Pulsford- Solaris Technology: 

 Recently a new embedded generator agreement is required to be completed. This is making 

the process significantly more with  three bits of paperwork that have to be done between 

the customer and the utilities and the distributor, and they've all got to happen in the right 

timeframe. 

 The financial mechanisms, for feeding PV into the network is always seen as temporary and 

political in nature and subject to change - an inherently unstable mechanism. 

 

 

Nalin Wickramasinghe- Cogent Energy: 

 Cogent has a model of financing a majority of the plant and supplying energy on a monthly 

billable approach which reduces barriers down for the building owner, in terms of not having 

a big capital contribution.  
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 We are unable to reach economies of scale by having multiple sites.  We lose out, 

commercially as we are assessed on each and every site on its own. Connection charges and 

network expansion is viewed site by site.   

 There are also no incentives in place to export. Whilst the energy generated on site gives the 

building the benefits of achieving NABERS ratings and green star ratings, the moment you 

export it you don’t actually get any benefit.   

 There is also the barrier of tenant/landlord problem. Cogent could install the plant but its 

the choice of the tenants as to whether they take up a contract with cogent. Therefore 

cogent current only install in commercial towers, because there is much greater certainty to 

the commercial building. 

 

Audience discussion 

 Rob Jackson- Clean Energy Council- A ‘common connection agreement regime’ for DG would 

make things simplier.  

 Geoff James –CSIRO where local responsibility is taken for risk and power quality, the idea is 

that communities band together and accept some risk and accept responsibility for taking 

measures, which might be additional resources, local resources.  It might be just demand 

management is accepted, but at times power quality may suffer. This would change a lot of 

communities started sharing the power and agreeing that the grid was more of an enabler, 

rather than the fundamental mechanism, It would affect firmness and network deferral 

issues.  It would greatly improve the value of export from sites, that Nalin and also the PV 

community is concerned about. 

 

 Anthony Leverenz- Skills Board- The faster you get the customer information, through 

metering  the faster you'll get behavioural change - far faster than any CPRS. Also as seen in 

Germany, they put in a large gross input tariff for renewable energy and they made it 

available for a long period of time, i.e. 15 or 20 years. Germany has such good commercial 

tariffs for electricity that manufacturers are moving back from Eastern Block countries. 

 

 Monica Oliphant –International Solar Energy Society- Over 50 countries and states have a 

feed-in tariff around the world.  What it has also done in many countries is increase the 

community investment in renewable energy projects, and therefore they don’t have to be 

invested in by a community directly where it's located. 

 

 Ariel Liebman- University of Queensland-What we are missing is a commercial feed-in tariff. 

My other  point is that network’s need to ensure reliability, this is a barrier to DG is that the 

networks don’t know how much they can rely on it.  So there needs to be other mechanism 

that incentivises networks.  

 

 Wasim Saman- Uni SA- There is genuine lack of information, whether it's on householder 

level or even a commercial organisation's level, of the opportunities available for installing 

DG. Whose responsibility is it to educate the people - whether it's on a householder level  or 

on a commercial or large organisation or SME?  Is it the utilities?  Is it government?  Is it 

universities?  Is it the companies?  What can we do about this? 
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 Hugh Gleeson- Substancial behavioural changes happened during water restrictions One 

that I find really interesting in the behavioural change and creating the catalyst for 

behaviour change is the water tank. I've been told, that in Melbourne or Sydney that if 

everyone put in a water tank it would increase the water storage by about five per cent.  The 

reason the water tank works is that it provides a way to monitor and measure, so if the 

levels in the tank are low it could lead to behavioural change. 

 

SESSION 2: HOMES AND THE INTELLIGENT GRID  

 

Presentations can be found at http://igrid.net.au/node/190.  

  

5. PROCESS DISCUSSION 

 

The process utilised in this forum was to assemble high profile, knowledgeable and diverse speakers 

from a combination of government and industry roles. 

 

The advantages of this format were: 

 The rarely seen combination of high-profile speakers and panellists sparked open and frank 

discussion on some of the barriers to the uptake of DE in Australia; 

 Areas of both commonality and difference between these major influential market players 

emerged in a transparent and interactive fashion; 

 A large number of attendees were able to contribute with relatively generous time 

allocation for open discussion and questions; and 

 Attendees were successfully given the opportunity to pose big and potentially divisive 

questions to an influential panel.  

 

The drawbacks of this format were: 

 Attendees were less able to elaborate on their views and enter into vigorous discussion with 

panel speakers, as most questions were answered directly with fairly limited dialogue 

between the panel and the audience. 

 As a result, while topics of discussion were directed by the audience, the opinions received 

were largely those of the panel.  

 

6. EVALUATION 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Adelaide was considered successful in:  

 Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship among key stakeholder groups; 

 Explaining the key findings from Project 4 and 6 in the research cluster   

 Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid in a new housing development; 

 Creating the opportunity for audience engagement and feedback; 

 Continuing a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is relevant 

and practical; and  

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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 Building relationships with and between key government and industry players, which it is 

hoped will assist in minimise institutional barriers to the acceptance of DE in the future. 

 

It could be further improved by obtaining broader and larger audience participation. The absence of 

ETSA the South Australian utility was notable.  

 

We did not provide a formal mechanism for feedback of the Adelaide Forum. However, a number of 

attendees provided feedback on the day of forum. On the whole attendees found it a positive and 

relevant experience that expanded their understanding of barriers to the Intelligent Grid and ways 

to address these barriers as well as the complex nature of installing and monitoring distributed 

energy technologies in the Lochiel Park Housing Development.    
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

 

The Brisbane forum was the fourth industry forum, which continued the Intelligent Grid Cluster 

engagement process that commenced also in Brisbane in December 2007. The on-going exchange 

involves the energy supply industry and other key stakeholders to debate the future role of more 

intelligent distributed energy options for Australia.  

 

This Brisbane Industry forum had a dual purpose.  The first was to discuss the potential of distributed 

energy to contribute to greenhouse gas abatement.  The second was to launch the Distributed 

Energy Roadmap Process. 

 

This document places the forum in context and summarises the discussions and presentations.  

Specifically it includes the following sections: 

Section 2: Agenda and overview – provides a brief overview of the Forum. 

Section 3: Attendees – is a brief run-down of the different sectors represented by forum 

participants. 

Section 4:  Discussion - details the key points made both in the presentations as well as during the 

facilitated discussion. 

Section 5: Process – discusses and evaluates the processes employed in this forum 

Section 6: Evaluation - evaluates the effectiveness of the forum 

Section 7: Identifies key implications of iGrid Cluster research arising from this forum. 

 

2. AGENDA AND OVERVIEW 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 7th April at Customs House in Brisbane. In addition to the 

introductory presentations given by Professor Max Lu, the Acting Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research) 

at the University of Queensland and the Intelligent Grid Cluster Leader (Prof Stuart White), the 

forum was divided into two sessions. Each session included a number of presentations.   

 

• Session 1: “Distributed Energy and Early Greenhouse Gas Abatement” explored the importance of 

distributed generation, demand management and energy efficiency in facilitating greater reliability, 

security, and sustainability. It also discussed how distributed energy could be affected by the 

proposed Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme. It included a keynote address by Dr John Cole from 

the Queensland Office of Clean Energy, as well as a panel discussion of presenters.  

 

• Session 2: “Towards a Distributed Energy Roadmap for Australia” introduced a two-year process to 

develop an Australian Distributed Energy Roadmap.  The primary focus of this session was a 

facilitated discussion in which the ideas and options of forum participant were sought as to the form 

and focus of the roadmap consultation and development process.  Additionally, the three 

preliminary aims of the Roadmap were outlined: 

1. To provide an assessment of the potential for Distributed Energy in Australia; 
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2. To identifying the barriers that inhibit its implementation; and  

3. To deliver a concise and practical set of recommendations to accelerate deployment of 

Distributed Energy in Australia.  

 

3. THE ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups. 

 Regulatory authorities 

 University researchers 

 Government departments 

 Distribution and transmission network service providers: Ergon Energy and Energex 

 Consumer advocacy groups as well as  

 Environmental non government organizations.   

The forum was attended by 75 people, including panelists, presenters and participants. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

This section outlines the discussion points raised by the panel and audience members who 

participated in session 1 and 2 of the forum.  The powerpoint presentations given can be found 

http://igrid.net.au/node/190.  

 

4.1 SESSION 1 

PRESENTATION 1:  

General Manager of Queensland Office of Clean Energy Dr John Cole’s keynote presentation 

concisely outlined the imperative of clean energy.  The presentation detailed the Queensland 

Government’s vision and plan to become the Solar State, including tasks that the Office of Clean 

Energy are involved in and how they relate to both the 2007 Queensland Climate Change Strategy 

and national climate and energy policy.  In particular the core business of the Queensland Office of 

Clean Energy was identified as: 

1. Accelerating deployment of renewable energy 

2. Securing demand side management and systems innovation 

3. Facilitating energy efficiency and conservation 

4. Engaging the community in the clean energy opportunity 

 

Dr Cole also discussed these plans within the context of three main challenges: 

1. The high growth in peak demand that the electricity industry is facing, which is driving 

network investment to the tune of $3million per MW; 

2. That Queensland’s building stock is the most energy inefficient in the country, which is both 

a challenge and an opportunity for peak demand and energy savings; and  

3. That the Queensland Government has the greatest debt and public spending of any state. 

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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Despite these challenges, the message presented was positive showcasing the fact that investing in 

clean energy will have triple bottom line benefits by creating a competitive economic advantage, 

ensuring highly skilled workforce while simultaneously reducing in carbon emissions.  

PRESENTATION 2:  

The presentation given by Professor John Quiggin of the University of Queensland’s Risk and 

Sustainable Management Group discussed whether the Australian Government’s Carbon Polution 

Reduction Scheme (CPRS) will drive a clean energy revolution.  Firstly, Prof Quiggin outlined the 

problem of climate change, the energy solutions and discussed the issues facing the uptake of 

renewable energy technologies, namely that they are expensive, intermittent and badly located.  

The presentation then went on to discuss the policy responses to overcome these problems, 

specifically the CPRS, intelligent grid policies and regulatory reform.  Prof Quiggin identified that 

while the CPRS is theoretically designed to make renewable energy technologies more cost 

competitive with carbon based electricity generation, this will only start to happen at an emissions 

permit price of $25/tonne.  Although he noted that this is undermined by the exemptions and free 

permits incorporated into the scheme.  It was also identified that an intelligent grid with intelligent 

pricing schemes will go a long way to overcome the intermittency issues that solar and wind 

technologies face.  Finally, Prof Quiggin suggested that there is need for a long-distance transmission 

system with associated pricing policies to encourage new investment to realise the potential of 

Australia’s wind and geothermal resources.    

PRESENTATION 3:  

Ms Anna Rennolds from Energetics outlined the current energy efficiency efforts being made by 

Australia’s biggest energy users.  Ms Rennolds went through the findings of a recent Energetics study 

into the Energy Efficiency Opportunities public reports of 165 of the 200 largest energy using 

companies. This study identified that the top 200 energy using companies in Australia account for 

57% of Australia’s total final energy use and 36% of Australia’s national greenhouse gas emissions.  

The study further detailed the level of energy assessment completed by these 165 companies and 

the likely energy savings.  Energetics found that a 5.6% average energy efficiency improvement was 

identified across these companies; however that only 20% of companies had completed a high 

quality assessment.   Ms Rennolds concluded by suggesting that there is a need to focus on industrial 

energy efficiency, as this is where the largest potential savings are, however in order to facilitate 

major savings of 20-30% and decouple consumption from growth, significant incentives and 

programs in addition to the CPRS are required. 

PRESENTATION 4:  

Mr Terry Effeney, CEO of Energex discussed the role of smart electricity networks in a carbon 

constrained world.  The first part of his presentation identified the current electricity context in 

South-East Queensland from a network business perspective, with a particular emphasis as with Dr 

Cole on the trend of peak demand growth.  Air conditioning in the domestic sector was identified as 

a major driver of peak demand.  To meet this growth in peak demand Mr Effeney outlined two 

potential approaches – the traditional method and the smart method.  The traditional method to 

managing growth involves expanding network infrastructure; however has a number of associated 

issues including high cost, inappropriate customer pricing regimes and the environmental impact of 

the whole supply chain.  The alternative or smart approach as exemplified by California incorporates 

an intelligent grid with energy conservation and demand management, as well as building and 
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appliance standards.  These demand side approaches include six main mechanisms for load 

management such as peak clipping, load shifting and energy conservation as well as new 

technologies such as metering.  A two way communication infrastructure which is the crux of an 

intelligent grid will enable the aggregation of all potential demand and supply measures to the 

mutual benefit of customers and utilities.  Further, Mr Effeney identified that there are a number of 

drivers for change, including emerging technologies, the digital economy, the move to a carbon 

constrained world and structural changes in the primary fuel markets.  However, there are still 

regulatory barriers to be removed to realise the potential of this new approach to meeting our 

energy needs and particularly the projected growth in peak demand.   

PRESENTATION 5:  

Ms Jay Rutovitz from the Institute for Sustainable Futures, presented on a recent study into the 

potential for distributed energy in NSW.  This study found that a combination of distributed energy 

generation such as cogeneration and renewables, as well as energy efficiency and demand response 

can meet NSW energy and peak demand needs to 2020.  In doing so the distributed energy scenarios 

are cheaper and produce less greenhouse gas emissions than either coal or gas scenarios.  The 

recommendations from this study enhance the points made by Mr Efferney from Energex, that 

network businesses already have the capacity to invest in distributed energy, but need more support 

to do so, particularly through changes in the way networks are costed.  Specifically, Ms Rutovitz 

suggests that governments should set annual distributed energy and demand management targets 

and reporting requirements and allow networks to invest in distributed energy up to five years prior 

to network augmentation. 

PRESENTATION 6:  

Dr Luke Reedman’s presentation looked at the potential of distributed energy as an early 

greenhouse gas reduction option.  The presentation detailed the suite of technologies and strategies 

available as part of the distributed energy discourse including demand side management – actions 

that influence the quantity of patterns of energy use, local generation and storage predominantly 

using gas or renewable energy sources and energy efficiency which reduce the amount of energy 

used to provide a service.  Energy technology scenarios corresponding to two greenhouse reduction 

targets – CPRS-5% and CPRS-15% were discussed particularly focusing on the proportion of total 

energy use distributed generation could account for.  These scenarios showed that distributed 

energy is available now, with significant deployment potential in the near term irrespective of 

carbon price; however as discussed in previous presentations other barriers need to be removed to 

facilitate their uptake. 

 

4.2 SESSION 2 

PRESENTATION 7:  

Prof Ian Lowe introduced the second session by making the case for a new energy paradigm.  Prof 

Lowe spoke to the fact that the current energy paradigm leaves cities vulnerable, dissuades social 

engagement with energy, is based on a limited economic analysis, and is wasteful and carbon 

intensive.  In contrast the new energy paradigm he proposed based on a distributed energy system is 

resilient, promotes social engagement and enables a transition to clean energy.  To facilitate the 
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transition from the old paradigm to the new Prof Lowe outlined a number of government policies 

including feed-in tariffs, a serious carbon price and a phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies. 

PRESENTATION 8:  

The presentation made by Dr Bill Liley of CSIRO built on previous presentations by proposing that the 

Distributed Energy Roadmap is one mechanism to enable the transition of energy paradigms that 

Prof Lowe described.  Specifically, Dr Liley asked – what do we already know and where should this 

roadmap take us? This presentation first detailed the benefits and challenges of distributed energy 

solutions building on those already mentioned by Ms Rutovitz, Dr Reedman and Mr Effeney.  Dr Liley 

went on to describe CSIRO’s prototype minigrid which includes wind turbines, solar PV, inverters, 

solar thermal technologies, microturbines, energy storage and energy management.  This living 

laboratory and associated research has produced rich learnings about distributed energy in practice, 

for example that large penetration (~20%) of renewable energy technologies can be accommodated 

within the existing distribution system and that distributed energy is currently poorly understood 

leading to confusion.  Dr Liley then spoke of how this learning will be developed into a compelling 

case for distributed energy, from which the Intelligent Grid Research Cluster Distributed Energy 

Roadmap will build on to provide a plan for action for stakeholders such as government and 

industry, NGOs and the community.  

PRESENTATION 9:  

Mr Chris Dunstan of the Institute for Sustainable Futures went into greater detail as to the 

objectives, likely outcomes, scope and process for the Distributed Energy Roadmap.  In particular it 

was emphasised that both the process of developing the roadmap collaboratively through research 

and stakeholder engagement as well as the final output are important aspects.  The scope of the 

roadmap was identified and included: 

 DE Technology Assessment including potential and current status: 

 Identification of institutional barriers and potential policy instruments: 

 Scenario analysis and modelling; and  

 Recommendations.   

Particular emphasis was given as with many other speakers during the day to network capacity and 

mechanisms to avoid network investment.  The process outlined for the roadmap included a series 

of public discussion papers and consultation forums, network building with stakeholders, 

engagement with existing processes and a final public report. 

PRESENTATION 10:  

Mr Glenn Walden of Ergon Energy, similarly to the Energex presentation outlined the current energy 

context from a Queensland network business perspective.  However, Mr Walden placed particular 

emphasis on rural and regional areas, which are covered by Ergon Energy.  He further outlined 

Ergon’s particular focus within the distributed energy space, for example the need for both a 

resilient network and a smart grid; an emphasis on demand management through embedded 

generation; commercial and industrial load management as well as energy management systems.  

Energy storage was discussed in detail, as a way of managing the challenges of a long radial network, 

with very low customer density.  The example of the Townville Solar City project was given as a trial 

of a number of these approaches. In summary Mr Walden suggested that there is a need for a 

Distributed Energy Roadmap, but for it to be effective, it requires collaboration and a focus on 
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factors which effect stakeholders in the here and now for example local networks which will benefit 

the customer most. 

 

4.3 FACILITATED DISCUSSION 

 

Building on Chris Dunstan’s presentation, the final session for the Brisbane Forum was an open 

discussion facilitated by Dr Chris Riedy of ISF.  This was the first of a series of interactive processes 

that will be used in the remaining Intelligent Grid Cluster Industry Forums as part of the 

development of the Australian DE Roadmap.  This session posed four questions to the forum 

participants.  Participants were invited to respond to these questions both verbally and in writing.  

The key points established through this process are detailed below. 

 

Q1a  How can we make the Australian DE Roadmap more valuable to you and your 

organisation? 

 Need to raise profile and publicise. Include case studies and clear recommendations for 

government in clear concise language. 

 Adopt a collaborative approach that is responsive to comments. 

 Find ways to engage communities, such as Transition Towns. 

 Map out the players 

 How does DE fit with a market framework? 

 Works in collaboration with other existing processes with minimal overlap 

Q1b Do we need different objectives? 

 More action-oriented 

 Cover end user, network security, employment 

Q1c Do we need to change the scope? 

 Bring out case studies more strongly 

 Include network management 

 Skills development and training 

 Include energy storage 

Q1d Do we need to revise the process? 

 Explicit targeting of a government / policy maker audience at all levels – federal, state and 

local 

 Engagement of appliance manufacturers in the process 

Q2. What do you think are the critical issues that the DE Roadmap should address? 

 Network benefits 

 NEM reform / institutional barriers, including the process of how we transition from the 

existing energy system/market to the one described in the presentations – powered by 

distributed energy 

 Matching DE with peak demand reduction 

 Local deployment issues 

 Continual updating (every 6 months) to stay relevant 
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 Improving resilience and security of supply 

 Local air impacts 

 Secure, affordable energy 

 Drivers for SMEs and local government 

Q3. What are the barriers to the successful development and implementation of a DE 

Roadmap? 

 Political and social barriers / political will 

 Policy environment moving very rapidly, so may become obsolete 

 Tariffs and cost-reflective pricing 

 Risk averse nature of electricity supply industry 

 Valuation of DSM and EE based on network augmentation deferral undervalues benefits 

 Need to get AER and AEMC involved 

 Resourcing for the roadmap 

Q4. Other comments or questions 

 Speed networking so people get to know each other (not just show and tell) 

 Communicate DE to government as a package, with multiple simultaneous community 

benefits including climate change adaptation and mitigation 

 UK Energy Research Centre has done some energy roadmaps 

 

5. PROCESS DISCUSSION 

 

The Brisbane forum was the first attempt to introduce a more interactive consultation session, 

focusing on the Australian Distributed Energy Roadmap. In this facilitated session, we posed a series 

of questions of participants, as listed above. We used a roving microphone to allow participants to 

respond to these questions in a plenary style, where the whole group heard the questions and 

responses. 

 

While this approach provided useful feedback, it had several limitations. First, not all issues 

discussed would have been of interest to all participants, so it was not necessarily the best use of 

participants’ time. Second, some stakeholders may not be willing to reveal their positions on 

particular issues in such a public forum. Third, some stakeholders are not inclined to participate in 

large group settings and prefer to have discussions in smaller groups. 

 

6. EVALUATION 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Brisbane was successful in achieving its objectives of:  

 Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship 

 Launching the Distributed Energy Roadmap 

 Promote the Intelligent Grid research cluster among key stakeholder groups 

 Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid. 
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 Allow audience participation and feedback 

 Continue a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is 

relevant and practical  

 Build relationships with industry groups and  

 Fostering these relationships will allow the research cluster access to data and minimise 

institutional barriers to the acceptance of DG in the future. 

 

 

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE IGRID CLUSTER RESEARCH 

 

In addition to the points summarised in Section 4.3, the presentations and discussions during this 

forum contained the following themes that the iGrid Cluster Research should be mindful of: 

 A shift in energy paradigm from centralised generation with extensive one way transmission 

networks to a network of distributed generators and a smart grid with two-way 

communication and associated management systems is both desirable and possible 

according to researchers, network businesses and government.  

 Focus on peak demand, avoiding network investment in favour of distributed energy 

options, follow California’s lead. 

 There is significant potential for distributed energy, including energy efficiency, distributed 

generation and demand response, however institutional and regulatory barriers must be 

removed for the potential to be reached.  Further the CPRS is not sufficient to overcome all 

of the barriers and act as an enabler, additional policies are necessary. 

 There are many processes running concurrently in this space, minimising overlap and 

maximising outcomes is a challenge that needs to be met. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

 

The Melbourne forum was the fifth industry forum, which continued the Intelligent Grid Cluster 

engagement process which commenced in Brisbane in December 2007. These forums bring together 

the energy supply industry and other key stakeholders to debate the future role of more intelligent 

distributed energy (DE) options for Australia. Stakeholders are provided with the opportunity for 

frequent input into the development of the Distributed Energy Roadmap, which is part of the 

Intelligent Grid Cluster Research agenda.  

 

The Melbourne Industry forum examined the benefits and costs of energy efficiency, distributed 

generation, load management and smart meters. It explored the potential of these distributed 

energy technologies to deliver a secure, flexible energy supply, at a lower cost and with less 

greenhouse gas emissions. The discussions were based building the business case for DE and that it 

could potentially be cheaper than centralized energy supply.  

 

The forum also introduced ISF’s Description and Cost of Distributed Energy (D-CODE) Model.  A 

working paper 4.3 ‘Evaluating Costs of Distributed Energy D‐CODE: Description and Cost of 

Distributed Energy’ was subsequently produced by the Project 4 Intelligent Grid research team and 

released in November 2009. 

 

This report summarises the discussions and presentations.  Specifically it includes the following 

sections: 

Section 2: Agenda and overview – provides a brief overview of the Forum. 

Section 3: Attendees – is a brief run-down of the different sectors represented by forum 

participants. 

Section 4:  Discussion – details the key points made both in the presentations as well as during the 

panel and facilitated discussion  during the three workshops. 

Section 5: Process – discusses and evaluates the processes employed in this forum 

Section 6: Evaluation – evaluates the effectiveness of the forum 

Section 7: Implications – identifies key implications of iGrid Cluster research arising from this forum. 

 

2. AGENDA AND OVERVIEW 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 14th July 2009 at the Hotel Windsor. The agenda for the forum 

included a number of presentations government, utility, distributed energy suppliers, electricity 

market and industry experts. The forum featured three facilitated panel sessions and workshops on: 

 Peak Load Management and Advanced Metering,  

 Distributed Generation and  

 Energy Efficiency 
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The interactive panel sessions were designed to give the audience and participants the opportunity 

to pose direct questions and issues to the expert panels specifically selected for their breadth of 

representation. The objective of these workshop sessions was to: 

 Update our understanding of current and potential capacity of DE technologies 

 Update our understanding of current and potential DE technology costs 

 Identify case study applications of DE technologies 

 Identify additional data sources for DE technology assessment 

 Seek other comments on the approach to DE technology assessment in the roadmap 

We are currently using the stakeholder input provided in Melbourne to assist with the development 

of economic modelling of distributed energy technologies. 

 

During the first morning session chaired by Professor Stuart White - Intelligent Grid Cluster Leader 

from the Institute for Sustainable Futures there were eight 20 minute presentations including: 

Keynote address by: 

 Mr Michael Williamson the Manager Energy Supply Team, Sustainability Victoria who spoke 

on the topic of Distributed Energy in Victoria  

 Mr Mike Fajdiga the Chief Operating Officer of United Energy Distribution and Multinet Gas 

who spoke about Distributed Energy: What’s in it for networks? 

 

Other presentations made in this morning session were by:  

 Professor Stuart White, Cluster leader for the Intelligent Grid Research Cluster who provided 

an overview of the project and especially the Australian Distributed Energy Roadmap. 

 Mr Graeme Marshall the Director, Smart Grid Initiative Department of the Environment, 

Water, Heritage and the Arts, who spoke about Smart Grids and Smarter Energy Use: The 

Climate for Change. 

 Chris Dunstan who introduced the Details and Costs of Distributed Energy (D-CODE) model. 

 Mr Charles Popple the General Manager Network Strategy and Development at SP Ausnet 

who spoke about Smart Metering and Time of Use Pricing: Expected costs and outcomes. 

 Mr Ross Fraser the Chairman of the Melbourne based firm Energy Response who was 

speaking about the challenges and the Business Case for Demand Side Response in Australia 

and also New Zealand.  

 Dr Chris Riedy who provided the Workshop outline and explained how the panel sessions 

would run throughout the afternoon.  

 

This morning session also included the first workshop session on Peak Load management and 

Advanced Metering. This panel and facilitated discussion session ran for 60-minutes  and included 

the following panellists: 

 Mr Charles Popple (above) 

 Mr Ross Fraser (above) 

 Mr Bob Darwin – a representative from Smart Grid Australia, MCBT Group and Freestyle 

energy.  
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The structure of the workshops are shown in the following table: 

 

Time   

15 – 20 minutes  Panel session: 5-minute discussion starters from each panellist 

10 minutes  Questions of clarification to panellists from the audience 

15 minutes  Group discussion at tables 

15 - 20 minutes  Facilitated discussion in whole group – one or two key issues that arose 

in the group discussion  
 

After short comments by each of the panellists, the following questions were targeted in the 

facilitated discussion on peak load management & advanced metering session:  

 

1. What is the MW and MWh per annum potential of peak load management and advanced 

metering over the next decade? 

2. What do we know about their current and future costs in $/MW and $/MWh? 

3. What are the most promising technologies or approaches for further study? 

4. Who and/or what are the best sources of recent case studies and reliable data on capacity 

and cost? 
 

The afternoon session that was chaired by Mr Terry Jones the Leader Low Emissions Distributed 

Energy Theme, Energy Transformed Flagship, CSIRO consisted of three presentations and two 

workshop sessions on Distributed Generation and Energy Efficiency which ran concurrently.  

 

The presentations delivered in the afternoon session included:  

 Ms Vicki Brown the Director of Energy Networks Policy at the Energy Networks Association 

spoke about Smart Networks- the next steps. 

 Dr Muriel Watt the Chair, Australian Photovoltaic Association and Project Manager, 

IT Power who spoke on the topic of Solar PVs: What is “Grid Parity Pricing” and when might 

we get there. 

 Chris Dunstan provided an address on behalf of Craig Roussac from Investa Property Group 

spoke about Energy Efficiency: Costs and Potential in the Real World 

 

The presentations were followed by two panel and facilitated discussion sessions which both ran for 

an hour. The panel speakers included: 
 

Workshop Session 2A: Distributed Generation 

 

Workshop Session 2B: Energy Efficiency 

 

- Tosh Szatow- CSIRO 

- Muriel Watt- IT Power 

- Neil Watt- CitiPower and Powercor 

- Michael Williamson- Sustainability Victoria 

 

Facilitated by Dr Chris Riedy 

- Vicki Brown- Energy Networks Association 

- Alex Fearnside- City of Melbourne 

- Robert Jackson- Clean Energy Council 

- Mark Lister- Aust. Alliance to Save Energy 

 

Facilitated by Mr Chris Dunstan 
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In the workshop session 2A: Distributed Generation, the following questions were asked of the panel 

speakers and the audience. 

 

1. What is the MW and MWh per annum potential of distributed generation over the next 

decade? 

2. What do we know about current and future costs of distributed generation technologies in 

$/MW and $/MWh? 

3. What are the most promising technologies or approaches for further study? 

4. Who and/or what are the best sources of recent case studies and reliable data on capacity 

and cost? 

 

In the workshop session 2B: Energy Efficiency, which was held in a different room, the following 

questions were asked of the panel speakers and the audience. 

 

1. What is the MW and MWh per annum potential of energy efficiency options over the next 

decade? 

2. What do we know about current and future costs of energy efficienct technologies in $/MW 

and $/MWh? 

3. What are the most promising technologies or approaches for further study? 

4. Who and/or what are the best sources of recent case studies and reliable data on capacity 

and cost. 

  

The day was concluded by Mr Terry Jones from CSIRO.  

 

3. ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups. 

Regulatory authorities 

 Electricity market operator 

 University and CSIRO researchers 

 Government departments 

 The main distribution/transmission network service provider (SP Ausnet and CitiPower and 

Powercor) 

 Consumer advocacy groups as well as 

 DE Industry representatives.   

In total 132 people attended the forum, including panellists, presenters and participants. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

 

The powerpoint presentations given can be found http://igrid.net.au/node/3. This section outlines 

the general discussion points contributed by either the panellists and/or attendees. 

 

PANEL SESSION 1: PEAK LOAD MANAGEMENT AND ADVANCED METERING  

Discussion in this session ranged from the available capacity of load management to institutional 

barriers to DE, key case studies to the role and form of smart metering in different sectors.   

 

Key case studies mentioned include Wangaratta High School and the Energy Demand Research 

Project trial in the UK.  Discussion of institutional barriers identified that: 

 Networks only advertise known constraints, this limits ability for “entrepreneurs” to see 

future opportunities 

 That better policy and regulation is required to facilitate a two-way network and change 

incentives for distribution network  service providers 

In a discussion of smart metering it was noted that currently smart meter insufficiently smart.  There 

was debate as to whether there is a need for greater smart agents (software) or human engagement 

in metering such as the need for in-home displays to help consumers.   There were also different 

options in Time of Use tariffs, should they be dynamic or static?  At the commercial and industrial 

level discussions concentrated on the need to integrate load management with energy efficiency 

measures such as HVAC systems including interval switching  and distributed energy measures such 

as cogeneration.   

 

The final discussion topic raised key questions about data and information, specifically: 

 Who owns the data? 

 How do we increase the amount of information and controls around customer loads 

(appliances)  

 How do we get the timely information that DSR needs? 

PANEL SESSION 2A: DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 

Discussion in this session ranged from the appropriateness of different technologies to institutional 

barriers to DE, key case studies to how to factor in network costs and benefits.   

 

Similar to the previous load management session there was a discussion focus on the need to 

remove impediments to distributed generation, particularly regulatory change.  Specifically on the 

role of distributed network service providers:  

 Distribution networks have to be able to support connection 

 Due to network regulations distributors cannot adequately invest in DM/DE measures,  

Key distributed generation case studies suggested included: 
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 Germany e-energy program 

 Midfield group, their geothermal cogeneration for abattoirs with links to hot water bore has 

halved the sites omissions 

 Distributed heating projects such as Working and Portland 

 

PANEL SESSION 2: ENERGY EFFICIENCY  

 

Discussion in this session ranged from the appropriateness of different energy efficiency to key case 

studies as well as some general suggestions.   

Key case studies mentioned were: 

 City of Melbourne 1200 Building Program, 

 Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program 

 Nabers Program 

It was noted that more green teams are needed in the building sector to change behavior.  More 

timely access to data across all sectors, not just through an energy bill was identified as one way of 

shifting to more energy efficiency.   

 

5. PROCESS DISCUSSION 

 

The process utilised in this forum was to assemble high profile, knowledgeable and diverse panel 

speakers that could talk about the business case for distributed energy.  

 

The advantages of this format were: 

 The combination of high-profile speakers and panellists sparked open and frank discussion 

on some of the key issues confronting the electricity and gas sector in Victoria 

 Attendees in small groups were able to discuss the issues facing the sector and talk about 

promising solutions and technologies. 

 Areas of both commonality and difference between these major influential market players 

emerged in a transparent and interactive fashion; 

 A large number of attendees were able to contribute with relatively generous time 

allocation for open discussion and questions in the workshop sessions; and 

 

The drawbacks of this format were: 

 Attendees did not have the technical ability to provide an answer to the first two questions 

raised in the workshop sessions.  

 There was only 10 minutes devoted to questions from the audience to the panel speakers 

and as a result most questions were answered directly with fairly limited dialogue between 

the panel and the audience. 

 The notes that the audience members drafted were brief and did not go into sufficient 

detail. 
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6. EVALUATION 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Melbourne was considered successful in:  

 Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship among key stakeholder groups 

in Victoria where we don’t have a university partner; 

 Explaining to stakeholders the purpose of vision of the Distributed Energy Roadmap; 

 Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid; 

 Creating the opportunity for audience engagement and feedback; 

 Continuing a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is relevant 

and practical; and  

 Building relationships with and between key government and industry players, which it is 

hoped will assist in minimise institutional barriers to the acceptance of DE in the future. 

 

We did not seek formal evaluation of the Melbourne Forum. However feedback that was received 

on the day was generally positive and relevant experience that expanded attendees understanding 

of the costs and promising solutions to encourage the uptake of distributed energy and they would 

attend a similar forum in the future.   
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

 

The Sydney forum was the sixth industry forum, which continued the Intelligent Grid Cluster 

engagement process that commenced in Brisbane in December 2007. The on-going exchange 

involves the energy supply industry and other key stakeholders to debate the future role of more 

intelligent distributed energy options for Australia.  These forums provide stakeholders with the 

opportunity for frequent input into the development of the Distributed Energy Roadmap, which is 

part of the Intelligent Grid Cluster Research agenda.  Figure 1 details the elements involved in 

developing the roadmap and maps the associated industry forums.   

 
Figure 1: Distributed Energy Roadmap Diagram 

 
 

The specific purpose of the Sydney Industry forum was to discuss how to develop an intelligent grid 

and system of distributed energy in Australia, with a particular focus on what policies are necessary.  

Specifically, attendees were asked to consider what the key policies that governments and 

regulatory agencies could adopt in order to get us onto the path of distributed energy?  To inform 

the discussion held at this forum a working paper entitled Policy Tools for Developing Distributed 

Energy was distributed to participants prior to the forum.   

 

This report places the forum in context and summarises the discussions and presentations.  

Specifically it includes the following sections: 

Section 2: Agenda and overview – provides a brief overview of the Forum. 

Section 3: Attendees – is a brief run-down of the different sectors represented by forum 
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participants. 

Section 4:  Discussion - details the key points made both in the presentations as well as during the 

facilitated discussion. 

Section 5: Process – discusses and evaluates the processes employed in this forum 

Section 6: Evaluation - evaluates the effectiveness of the forum 

Section 7: Identifies key implications of iGrid Cluster research arising from this forum. 

 

2. AGENDA AND OVERVIEW 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 11th November at the Museum of Contemporary Art in 

Sydney. The agenda for the forum included a number of presentations from experts in the field of 

distributed energy, as well as a facilitated World Cafe process designed to garner input from the 

forum attendees on policy options to advance the uptake and overcome barriers to distributed 

energy generation, energy efficiency and demand management and smart metering. 

 

During the morning session chaired by Professor Stuart White - Intelligent Grid Cluster Leader from 

the Institute for Sustainable Futures there were five 20 minute presentations including: 

 Dr John Tamblyn – Chairman of the Australian Energy Markets Commission on Smart 

Networks and Climate Change: What Role for the Rule Makers? 

 Mr Simon Smith - Deputy Director General, NSW Department of Environment, Climate 

Change and Water NSW on Climate Policy: Efficiency of Energy Markets and Markets for 

Energy Efficiency 

 Mr George Maltabarow - Managing Director, Energy Australia on Networks and Carbon 

Abatement: Unlocking the Potential 

 Ms Monica Barone - Chief Executive Officer, City of Sydney on Local Government and the 

Clean Energy Revolution 

 Mr Chris Dunstan - Leader Intelligent Grid Project 4, Institute for Sustainable Futures on The 

Distributed Energy Policy Toolkit 

 

The final presentation by Chris Dunstan introduced a working paper on 20 Policy Tools for 

Developing Distributed Energy, which was designed to inform the discussion had during the 

workshop sessions in the middle of the day.   

 

The middle session of the day was dedicated to three simultaneous workshops on the topics of 

distributed energy generation, energy efficiency and demand management and smart metering 

policy.  The purpose of these sessions was to: 

 Identify practical actions for overcoming barriers to the emergence of the intelligent grid 

 Get stakeholder input on how these actions can be grouped and prioritised 

 Seek other comments on the treatment of policy instruments in the Australian DE roadmap 

 Test the value of a ‘world café’ process as a way of gathering stakeholder input 
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These workshops involved quick reflections by three speakers on the policy tools outlined in the 

forum document as well as a participatory World Cafe Process.  This process is outlined in more 

detail in Section 5.   The speakers for each of the workshops sessions included: 

 On Energy Efficiency: 

- Mr Mark Amos - Technical and Regulatory Manager, Australian Industry Group 

- Mr Peter Dormand - Env & Climate Change Services Manager, Newcastle Council 

- Mr Mark Lister- Australian Alliance to Save Energy 

 

 On Distributed Generation: 

- Mr Leith Elder - Senior Engineer Network Research, Country Energy 

- Mr Blair Healy - Manager, Cogent Energy 

- Ms Tracey Colley - Director, Sustaining Australia 

 

 On Peak Load Management & Advanced Metering: 

- Mr Jamal Cheema - Program Manager Intelligent Networks, Energy Australia 

- Mr Jeff Lee - Intelligent Utility Network Leader, IBM 

- Ms Jane Castle - Senior Resource Conservation Campaigner, TEC 

 

The questions that participants were asked to discuss during these workshops were: 

1. What policy measures can Government take to overcome barriers and speed the uptake of 

energy efficiency / distributed generation / peak load management? 

2. Try grouping these measures according to the Igrid classification scheme presented earlier. 

Does the classification work? What would you change about the classification? Is anything 

missing? 

3. What do you think are the most important policy measures that Government can take? Try 

and order the measures by priority. 

 

The final session of the day chaired by Mr Terry Jones - Leader of the Low Emission Distributed 

Energy Theme at CSIRO included the following six presentations: 

 Ms Monica Richter - Sustainable Australia Program Leader, Australian Conservation 

Foundation on Smart Cities, Smart Infrastructure, Smart Finance 

 Mr Graeme Marshall - Director, Smart Grid Initiative on From One to Many: Rolling Out the 

Smart Grid, Smart City Concept 

 Mr Anthony Szatow - Project Leader, Intelligent Grid Project, CSIRO on Aligning Incentives 

for Distributed Energy 

 Dr Alex Wonhas - Flagship Director, Energy Transformed Flagship, CSIRO on Australia’s 

Energy Choices 

 Professor Stuart White- Institute for Sustainable Futures on Next Steps for the Intelligent 

Grid Research Cluster 

 

3. THE ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups.  
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 Regulatory authorities 

 University researchers 

 Government departments 

 Distribution and transmission network service providers: Ergon Energy and Energex 

 Consumer advocacy groups as well as  

 Environmental non government organizations.   

In total 123 people attended the  Sydney Forum, including panelists, presenters and participants. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

This section outlines the discussion points raised in the presentations and workshop discussions.  

The powerpoint presentations given can be found http://igrid.net.au/node/190.   This discussion 

section will cover energy policy background and context to the detailed discussion had during the 

forum.  Then key policy themes discussed through the forum will be drawn out including: 

 Existing policy processes relevant to distributed energy and the intelligent grid; 

 Key challenges and objectives identified by different stakeholders;  

 Key policies identified; and 

 Key questions raised.   

 

Many of the speakers in addition to discussing policy introduced the concept of an intelligent grid, 

provided examples of practical distributed energy projects and discussed the multiple drivers for 

pursuing distributed energy, including addressing peak demand and climate change.  These topics 

will not be discussed in this Forum write up as they are covered in the IGrid Brisbane Industry Forum 

Report as well as on the Intelligent Grid Cluster website and powerpoint presentations available for 

download.   

 

4.1 POLICY FRAMEWORKS 

Both Chris Dunstan and Anthony Szatow during the forum introduced theoretical frameworks for 

considering the policy tools available to encourage the uptake of distributed energy.  Szatow 

reflected on what policy is, which is useful in placing the discussion of specific policy tools into a 

wider policy framework.  Specifically, policy making was described as a series of decision making 

processes in which objectives are set and tools are developed to realize these objectives (Szatow, 

2009).   During this forum, the primary focus was given to the tools that could be used to realize the 

objective of increasing the uptake of distributed energy in Australia, but little time was available to 

discuss of the actual process of making this a policy objective.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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Figure 2: Policy Pallet  

 
 

Chris Dunstan introduced the Policy Pallet framework, which suggests there are seven types of policy 

tools available to decision makers as illustrated in Figure 2 and discussed in greater detail in Working 

Paper 4.2 Policy Tools for Developing Distributed Energy (Dunstan et al, 2011).  These classifications 

were discussed throughout the Forum and form the basis for discussing policies in this report.    

 

4.2 THE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTED ENERGY POLICY LANDSCAPE  

 

The IGrid Sydney Industry Forum revealed both the wide range of stakeholders involved and the 

significant activity currently being undertaken in the area of distributed energy and smart grids.  

Anthony Szatow’s presentation provided a useful map of the Australian distributed energy policy 

landscape (Figure 3).  Additionally, most speakers referred to policy processes and/or network 

currently underway or established of relevance to distributed energy.  While not an exhaustive list of 

policy processes, networks and programs currently underway, ones mentioned at this forum include: 

 Australian Federal Government Smart Grid, Smart Cities Trial 

 Energy Network Association (ENA) - “SmartGrid” roadmap 

 NSW Government Energy Savings Scheme, based on the GGAS framework 

 Australian Energy Market Commission’s current review of Demand Side Participation in the 

National Electricity Market and potential review of the regulatory framework required to 

facilitate the deployment of smart grids 

 City of Sydney Sustainable Sydney 2030 

 Australian Federal Government’s Cities Policy 

 Australian Federal Government’s Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme 

 IBM’s Global Intelligent Utility Network Coalition  

 NSW Solar Feed-in Tariff  
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Figure 3: Australian Energy Policy Process (CSIRO, 2009: 7) 

 
 

These processes have slightly different objectives and include different sub-sets of the stakeholders 

identified in Figure 3 as well as stakeholders not included on the map.  Of particular relevance and 

covered in detail was the Smart Grid, Smart Cities trial which is a $100m government funded project 

supported by additional private funding for a 3 year smart grid trial by network led consortium 

including over 10,000 customers.  The objectives of this program are to: 

 Deploy a commercial-scale roll out to demonstrate the business case for smart grid 

applications and technologies   

 Build public and corporate awareness of the economic and environmental benefits of smart 

grids -obtain buy-in from industry and customers 

 Investigate synergies with other networks-gas and water and the National Broadband 

Network 

More information about Smart Grid, Smart City program can be found in Mr Graham Marshal’s 

powerpoint presentation found at: 

http://igrid.net.au/sites/igrid.net.au/files/images/IGrid%20forum%20Sydney%2010-

09%20marshall.pdf. While for more information about the NSW Energy Savings Scheme and 

Sustainable Sydney 2030 can be found in Mr Simon Smith’s presentation and Monica Barone’s 

presentation respectively.   

 

Also of particular relevance to the development of the Distributed Energy Roadmap is the Energy 

Network Association (ENA) “SmartGrid” roadmap.  In his presentation Mr George Maltabarow stated 

that the ENA roadmap will “identify the backbone infrastructure, standards and protocols for the 

new intelligent network, while the CSIRO roadmap will identify the range of technologies for 

http://igrid.net.au/sites/igrid.net.au/files/images/IGrid%20forum%20Sydney%2010-09%20marshall.pdf
http://igrid.net.au/sites/igrid.net.au/files/images/IGrid%20forum%20Sydney%2010-09%20marshall.pdf
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customers to change their energy assets”.  He further stressed that “both groups should come 

together for the points of integration”. Identifying and clarifying areas of overlap, commonality and 

tension between these two processes would benefit the development of the Distributed Energy 

Roadmap. 

 

4.3 KEY POLICIES 

 

As part of the Policy Tools for Developing Distributed Energy Working Paper (Dunstan et al, 2009) 

and Chris Dunstan’s presentation at the forum, 20 policy tools to support the uptake of Distributed 

Energy were identified; these tools are listed in Table 1, classified both by policy category (as 

identified in the policy pallet) and relevance to the three distributed energy types.   

 

Table 1: Relevance of policy options to Forms of Distributed Energy 

 
 

During the presentations, panel discussion and workshops, participants and presenters discussed the 

merits of different policy options and identified both the policy tools they thought were key and less 

important or counterproductive.  Specifically, most if not all of the 20 policies identified in Table 1 

were mentioned as important by one or more of the forum participants or presenters.   Additional 

policies not on this list were also identified.  This reflects the diversity of opinions across the 

distributed energy sector and breadth of activity required to overcome the institutional barriers to 
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distributed energy.  However, it was recognised by most in attendance that prioritising which 

policies to pursue is necessary.   

 

Those involved in network businesses such as Leith Elder from Country Energy, John Tamblan from 

Energy Australia stressed the need to decouple their revenue from electricity sales and further 

change the rules to incentivise them to invest in distributed energy options as a high priority.  This 

was further emphasised by policy makers such as Simon Smith and Cogent’s Blair Healy from a 

distributed energy supply business perspective, as they considered such policies important to 

change the mind-set of network businesses, which they identified as a barrier to the uptake of 

distributed energy.  However, Tracy Colley from Sustaining Australia did warn against prioritising 

policies on the basis that they make business sense for networks, at the expense of policies that 

more specifically promote climate benefits and/or focus on enabling new businesses to invest in 

distributed energy solutions.   

 

Simon Smith and Anthony Szatow highlighted the need to set energy standard both for appliances 

and buildings, although John Tablin stressed the need to do this carefully to avoid inefficient ‘lock in’ 

of technology.    

 

Both Simon Smith and John Tamblin emphasised the need to change the National Electricity Rules 

such that they “talk the same language” as distributed energy technologies such as cogeneration, 

which Smith noted, has “excellent fundamental economics”.  George Maltaborough and  identified 

that is a shift from a singular focus economic efficiency to a dual focus on innovation and economic 

efficiency is one of the changes necessary in energy regulation, funding and support.   Consumer 

education programs were also stressed as important.   

 

Specific key policy discussion points or priorities raised in each of the break-out groups are identified 

below.   

ENERGY EFFICIENCY (EE): 

 Strong leadership and coordination is crucial (#20). This approach should ensure 

consideration of streamlining policy approaches across different levels of government. 

 Ambitious government targets are important to achieve EE results (#18, #19) 

 Incentives for networks to invest in DE: this is not explicitly in the policy tools paper but has 

subsequently been developed as a combined policy option bringing in a DE Fund (#7) 

together with DE targets and reporting (#19). Details of such an approach, coined 

“collaborative targets”, will be contained in the DE Roadmap document. 

 Regarding the policy palette framework more specifically, it may be appropriate to represent 

the relative priority of each option through the size of the circle on the palette. 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION (DG): 

 Facilitation is key to overcoming split incentive barriers. While some policy tools do target 

facilitation, this element is perhaps not adequately represented in the draft working paper. 

Therefore an additional programmatic option was suggested, specifically, targeting large 

building owners through a programmatic approach such as the City of Sydney’s proposed 
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Better Buildings Program, which may include a broader rollout of Green Lease 

arrangements. 

 The general principle of policy uniformity and standardisation across jurisdictions was raised, 

which is interpreted to broadly support #20 ‘DE Coordination Agency’. 

PEAK LOAD MANAGEMENT (LM): 

 Changes the National Electricity Rules (NER) and regulatory framework were considered to 

be a high priority. Two ways of going about it were suggested: 

o Increase incentives on networks to discourage peak load growth, as came up for DG 

and EE (see EE section for response). 

o Remove disincentives to the same end, which broadly supports the case for # 1, 2, 3, 

6, 10 and 11 (as for DG above). 

 Targets were raised as a priority, supporting #19 ‘Targets and reporting for Distributed 

Energy development’. 

 Leadership and coordination (#20) was again raised as being of key importance. 

 

4.4 QUESTIONS THAT NEED ANSWERING AND ISSUES THAT NEED ADDRESSING 

 

Alex Wohas 

Energy choices shaping $1 trillion investment by 2030 

o Built environment (compact vs. dispersed) 

o New generation capacity (centralized vs. distributed) 

o Network structure (centralized vs. clusters) 

o Disruptive technologies (evolution vs. revolution) 

o Demand side management (technology vs. behaviour) 

o Implementation mechanism (free market vs. fixed tariff) 

o All above questions benefit from scientific analysis 

 

Tosh Szatow 

How do we decide which policies to use, what to focus on: 

 Decision support tools MCDA 

o People have different thoughts, different points of view, and different levels of 

acceptable risk 

o All stakeholders need to engage at a proportionately appropriately level.  If one 

stakeholder gets a larger input, it can skew the results and prevent an optimal 

outcome. 

o MCDA allows biases to be systematically worked through and to develop an agreed 

upon goal. 

 

John Tamblin  

 Who has the ‘property right’ to control customer load and the associated data? 

 Outcomes should be in the long term interests of consumers 

 Risks: 
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o If ‘smart grid’ technology not adopted efficiently, there will be ever higher network 

investment costs –under-utilised for most of the time 

o Miss out on efficient forms of carbon abatement, with associated cost as carbon is 

explicitly priced  

o Limit ability of demand side to contribute to overall energy security 

 

5. PROCESS DISCUSSION 

 

The World Cafe Process used involved asking participants discuss a series of three questions in small 

groups of five or six around tables with butcher’s paper available.  Each question had 15minutes of 

discussion time dedicated to it.  After each question all participants bar one were invited to move to 

a different table of their choice.  The rationale behind this process is that participants get to 

converse with as many different people as possible, thereby getting a greater distribution of 

understanding and richness of output.   

 

Positives: 

 Generally people found the experience positive  

Issues with world cafe process: 

 Some confusion about the process and the objectives 

 Difficulty in recording the richness of the discussion, much is lost in report back and write 

up. 

 Breakout sessions were a bit confusing - because they were in series if you got the first bit 

wrong, the following bits didn't make much sense 

 Lack of scribe made it unclear and difficult to consolidate the key points raised in the 

discussion,  

 Lack of facilitator meant people strayed off-topic or particularly vocal participants could 

dominate the conversation. 

 Lack of time 

 

All those who provided feedback on the forum as a whole found it a positive and relevant 

experience that expanded their understanding of policies to facilitate the uptake of distributed 

energy and they would attend a similar forum in the future.   

6. EVALUATION 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Sydney was successful in achieving its objectives of:  

 Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship 

 Launching the Distributed Energy Roadmap 

 Promote the Intelligent Grid research cluster among key stakeholder groups 

 Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid. 

 Allow audience participation and feedback 
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 Continue a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is relevant 

and practical  

 Build relationships with industry groups and  

 Fostering these relationships will allow the research cluster access to data and minimise 

institutional barriers to the acceptance of DG in the future. 

 

 

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE IGRID CLUSTER RESEARCH 

 

In summary, the key implications arising from the Sydney Forum for the IGrid Research Cluster and 

particularly Project 4 are: 

 Regulation and pricing are significant impediments to load management and distributed 

generation, thus addressing these issues should be a policy priority; and 

 Targets and co-ordination policies came up strongly in all themes during the forum. 

 

In addition to the points summarised in Sections 5 and 6, the presentations and discussions during 

this forum contained the following themes that the iGrid Cluster Research should be mindful of: 

 

 The fact that there is a hugely complex policy processes going on, how do we keep this 

research relevant, where do we engage and why? 

 Considering how to engage with other concurrent policy processes and how they will 

influence the roadmap? 

 How policy gets made.  How can ideas coming out of this process be implemented Closer 

consideration of the policy development process, specifically how will the roadmap being 

developed actually influence policy making? 

 Improving the participation processes involved at the forums 

 Incorporation of policy tools discussion into the roadmap development 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

 

The Perth forum was the seventh industry forum, which continued the Intelligent Grid Cluster 

engagement process which commenced in Brisbane in December 2007. These forums bring together 

the energy supply industry and other key stakeholders to debate the future role of more intelligent 

distributed energy (DE) options for Australia. Stakeholders are provided with the opportunity for 

frequent input into the development of the Distributed Energy Roadmap, which is part of the 

Intelligent Grid Cluster Research agenda.  

 

The specific purpose of the Perth Industry forum was slightly different to previous industry forums, 

in that discussions were not based around a specific working paper produced by the Project 4 

Intelligent Grid research team and related government and industry presentations, as was the case 

in Adelaide (which focused on barriers to DE), Melbourne (costing DE) and Sydney (policy tools for 

DE). 

 

Instead, this forum was about bringing WA stakeholders into the discussion by interpreting Project 4 

iGrid research in the WA context. To facilitate this outcome, the Project 4 team produced a specific 

issues paper entitled Distributed Energy in Western Australia: Options and Opportunities, outlining 

all of the Project 4 research content areas in a limited amount of detail as a thought starter for 

discussions. This paper was distributed to participants prior to the forum.   

 

This report places the forum in context and summarises the discussions and presentations.  

Specifically it includes the following sections: 

Section 2: Agenda and overview – provides a brief overview of the Forum. 

Section 3: Attendees – is a brief run-down of the different sectors represented by forum 

participants. 

Section 4:  Discussion – details the key points made both in the presentations as well as during the 

facilitated discussion. 

Section 5: Process – discusses and evaluates the processes employed in this forum 

Section 6: Evaluation – evaluates the effectiveness of the forum 

Section 7: Implications – identifies key implications of iGrid Cluster research arising from this forum. 

 

2. AGENDA AND OVERVIEW 

 

The Industry Forum took place on the 11th March 2010 at Curtin University of Technology. The 

agenda for the forum included a number of presentations government, utility, electricity market and 

industry experts and interest group representatives involved with or affected by policy, regulation 

and implementation of distributed energy in Western Australia. This was complemented by 

facilitated panel sessions designed to give the audience and participants the opportunity to pose 
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direct questions and issues to the expert panels specifically selected for their breadth of 

representation. 

 

During the first morning session chaired by Professor Stuart White - Intelligent Grid Cluster Leader 

from the Institute for Sustainable Futures there were three 30 minute presentations including: 

 Keynote address by Hon Peter Collier – Minister for Energy, Training and Workforce 

Development on Thinking Globally, Acting Locally: Western Australia’s Clean Energy 

Achievements and Plans; 

 Mr Doug Aberle – Managing Director, Western Power on Essential Ingredients for Building 

the Network of the Future; and 

 Mr Chris Dunstan - Leader Intelligent Grid Project 4, Institute for Sustainable Futures on 

Costs, Benefits and Policy Tools:  Towards a Distributed Energy Roadmap 

 

This final presentation by Chris Dunstan introduced the working paper, which was designed to 

inform the panel discussions throughout the day and provide context for the speaker presentations.  

 

The second morning session involved a 90-minute panel session entitled “Regulatory and policy 

reform for the Intelligent Grid and Distributed Energy” chaired by Professor Stuart White, including 

the following panellists: 

 Mr Doug Aberle (above) 

 Mr Chris Dunstan (above) 

 Mr Robert Pullella – Executive Director Access, Economic Regulatory Authority  

 Mr Tony Perrin – Director Governance, Office of Energy  

 Mr Allan Dawson – Chief Executive Officer, WA Independent Market Operator  

 

Those panellists that had not already presented each gave a short presentation primarily addressing 

the following questions: 

 What are the most significant barriers to development of Intelligent Grids and Distributed 

Energy in Western Australia, and  

 What are the top priorities for policy/regulatory reform to address these barriers? 

 

This was followed by a facilitated discussion initiated by questions from the audience, which were 

directed towards obtaining feedback and WA perceptions of the policy/regulatory tools presented in 

the iGrid Working Paper raised in Chris Dunstan’s presentation, as well as other WA-specific 

regulatory and policy reform issues which might affect the content of the iGrid Distributed Energy 

Roadmap. 

 

The first session after lunch was another 90-minute panel discussion covering the topic “The 

Customer Side of Intelligent Grids” chaired by Chris Dunstan of ISF, including the following panellists: 

 Mr Laurie Curro – Smartgrid Architect, Smartgrid Branch, Western Power 

 Ms Irina Cattalini – Director of Social Policy, WACOSS 

 Mr Robert Rohrlach – Manager, Energy Response 

 Mr Wal James – Curtin University 
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After short presentations by each of the panellists, the following questions were targeted in the 

facilitated discussion: 

 What are the benefits of Intelligent Grids that WA should be targeting? 

 What are the likely costs to consumers of Intelligent Grids? 

 How can we maximise the benefits that consumers and society receive? 

 Is there anything that could be added to the Roadmap to help to ensure that Intelligent 

Grids are developed for with consumer benefits in mind? 

 How important is energy efficiency, load management and distributed generation to 

capturing the benefits of Intelligent Grids? 

 

The final afternoon session was a 90-minute panel discussion on “Western Australian Case Studies” 

chaired by Dr Bill Lilley of CSIRO, and included the following panellists: 

 Ms Louise Duxbury – South Coast Power Working Group  

 Mr Alex Graf – Energy Power Systems  

 Mr Glenn head – Board Member, WA Sustainable Energy Association 

 Mr Don Anderson – Great Southern Solar 

 

After short presentations by each of the panellists, the following questions were targeted in the 

facilitated discussion: 

 Do the opportunities presented by the Intelligent Grid case studies reflect the desired 

customer benefits discussed in the last session? 

 Has cost or cost savings presented opportunities or problems in the case studies? 

 Are the barriers faced in the case studies similar or different to those discussed in the first 

panel session? 

 How should the Roadmap be developed in order to learn from the experience of these case 

studies?  

 

The day was concluded by Professor Stuart White, who summarised the proceeding by comparing 

and contrasting some of the stakeholder feedback on policy/regulatory reform received throughout 

the day (captured live on screen) with that received at the Sydney iGrid forum. He further noted the 

frequent use of biological terms by many of the presenters and participants such as “Biological 

organism” and “ecosystem”, which indicated the complexity of the task that we are tackling. 

 

3. ATTENDEES 

 

The attendees at the forum included representatives from the following key stakeholder groups. 

Regulatory authorities 

 Electricity market operator 

 University and CSIRO researchers 
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 Government departments 

 The main distribution/transmission network service provider (Western Power) 

 Consumer advocacy groups as well as 

 DE Industry representatives.   

In total 65 people attended the Perth Forum, including presenters, panelists and participants. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The powerpoint presentations given can be found http://igrid.net.au/node/190. This section 

outlines the main discussion points raised in the subsequent facilitated panel sessions. Where the 

points were made by specific panellists, the initials of the relevant panellist is included after the 

comment. Comments without initials reflect general discussion points contributed by several 

panellists and/or attendees. 

 

PANEL SESSION 1: REGULATORY AND POLICY REFORM FOR THE INTELLIGENT GRID AND 

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY 

 

A brief overview of presentations is provided for panellists that did not provide presentation slides. 

 

Mr Robert Pullella, ERA: Began by stating that he believed that the access arrangement framework 

they work within is open to the introduction to new technologies and that the key foundation for 

3rd party access is economic efficiency. The ERA tries to ensure that consumers only pay for things 

that are prudent, and the regulatory test tries to ensure that this is goal is achieved. He explicitly 

reiterated the ERA’s cost-benefit methodology, in that the economic case has to be demonstrated 

before something can be approved. That is, the investment must pay for itself through, for example, 

higher levels of service. He also suggested that the ERA need to consider whether there are net 

benefits to users of the network, and if the safety & reliability elements need to be considered.  

 

Mr Tony Perrin, Office of Energy: Mr Perrin discussed WA’s “Strategic Energy Initiative” (SEI) as a 

rigorous way for stakeholders to engage in the policy development process. He noted that a high 

priority for the Office is moving towards full contestability in the market. The government will pay 

close attention to the results of Western Power’s (WP) solar cities trial and report to the MCE, which 

will direct developments in this arena. He went on to state that the main driver for a lot of the 

regulatory change is “cost reflectivity across the value chain” to allow rational commercial decisions 

to be made. He suggested that most of the items on Chris Dunstan’s policy palette are being 

addressed, including: 

 Recent bi-directional network tariff facilitates the entry of distributed generation through 

rooftop PV systems; 

 Solar PV FIT is in the process; 

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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 There is a July 2011 deadline for producing next access arrangement regime & they need to 

check that access issues are alignment to the NER regimes (even though doesn’t apply 

outside the National Electricity Market); 

 Other features or processes including: the regulatory test; funding process; broader energy 

policy objectives. 

 

Mr Allan Dawson, Independent Market Operator (CEO): How Intelligent grids and DSR fit into 

markets are a key issue for the IMO. He noted that smart meters are a technological leap for the 

industry and that the technology will have to prove its longevity. He also noted the data 

management challenged presented by smart meters in that they currently store 4-6 data points per 

meter and this will go up to 17,000+ data points. He noted that Home Area Networks can be used for 

(remote) direct load control.  Tariffs will need to be dynamic and price reflective to enable the 

customer base to become responsive to time-of-use. His top priorities for clarifying issues around 

smart metering were: 

 Who installs the equipment? (DNSP, retailers or Customers) 

 Who manages the interaction with the customer?  

 How does the loser interact with the customer? (without direct control) 

 How are customers compensated? 

 

He stated that we need to ensure that the benefits flow back to customers, and are not gobbled up 

by networks or others along the chain, which is a distinct possibility if we are not careful. The 

regulatory environment needs to allocate property rights to the customer in giving them control to 

manage their own loads and contracts. 

 

He noted that currently 5% of SWIS load is provided by DSR (Energy Response, DTM) and some big 

customers play a large role in this portion. A new generation company has emerged to install 

embedded DG at critical points on the network, suggesting that the necessary change is already 

starting to happen now with the tools, technology and customers already in existence. 

MAIN DISCUSSION POINTS: 

 Precedent suggests that network participation in communications infrastructure 

development is difficult, but as things evolve with smart meters, options will be presented 

for expanded centralised data storage. 

o Data privacy issues will be important to resolve in this new environment. 

 There is so much untapped potential around avoidable network costs that (at least initially), 

policy tools to reward DE do not necessarily need to be sophisticated (CD) 

o Cost reflective pricing (time-of-use with real time readout & tiered costing) with an 

equity mechanism in place is key to this outcome (DA) 

 We need to get fixed & variable costs right to underpin cost-reflective 

pricing (TP) 

 Regulated tariffs are not particularly responsive & may stifle innovation > we need to allow 

customers to make/buy power, which needs a competitive environment to facilitate this 

(AD) 
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 The current regulatory environment needs to be adapted to ensure benefits from new 

technologies (e.g. electric vehicles, DSR) do not cause market distortions (TP) 

o A new Reg/Policy issue is recognised here by the regulator (RP) 

o Full retail contestability may present solutions (TP) 

 Longer-term planning of regulated tariff increases would assist industry to plan investments 

 It was suggested that the regulatory environment for DSR aggregators is in place in WA and 

while now only in commercial sector, could venture into smaller scale markets (domestic) 

 Regulators need to look at a long time horizon to foresee issues associated w/ developing 

technologies 

 The ERA is an independent body but oversee the costs and benefits of new technologies – 

won’t favour DE explicitly but will assess each case on its merit. 

o There is a place for speculative investment 

o Need to reward risk adequately (DA) 

 Data access associated with Smart Grids 

o Data should belong to the customer & move down the chain from there (DA) 

o Access to aggregated data could be streamlined to allow research (TP). Much of this 

level data is available now in Western Power’s systems (DA). 

 Customers are driven by more than price, which is flowing through to Western Power but 

not necessarily to ERA’s regulatory framework.  

o For greenhouse drivers to be valued the framework might need to change – needs 

to be quantified in economic terms (carbon price) (RP) 

o There may be positive moves that can be made in the interim to facilitate this 

process (DA). 

 Currently large projects are managed to budget fairly well according to international 

benchmarking, but in the bigger picture incorporating trial findings/data into decision-

making process is important as well as maintaining competitive tension. 

o For DE a shift towards “services” rather than infrastructure may be needed but 

presents difficulties for the market players (CD). 

 The iGrid policy suggestion of a coordination agency managing progress towards DE goals 

targets the inter-agency coordination questions raised throughout the session (CD). 

 

PANEL SESSION 2: THE CUSTOMER SIDE OF INTELLIGENT GRIDS  

 

For panellists that provided slides, presentations can be found at http://igrid.net.au/node/190. 

Those that are briefly summarised here are those for which presentation slides are not available. 

 

Mr Laurie Curro, Western Power: Mr Curro began by noting that smart meters don’t provide much 

additional benefit themselves in terms of improving reliability. Condition monitoring of the network 

is where the customer reliability benefits stem from and eventually ‘self-healing networks’. With 

regard to avoidable infrastructure investment he noted that “it is important to defer your 

investment and invest only at the right time. Servicing peak load through infrastructure investment 

is not a wise or efficient use of money.” He also noted that electric vehicles present both a challenge 

and an opportunity. 

http://igrid.net.au/node/190
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Wal James, Curtin University: Mr James primary interest is in the integration of electrical vehicles 

into the grid and referenced US research that 78% of cars in US could be electrified with no extra 

generation capacity required if you could fill in the demand troughs through smart grid technologies. 

For this presentation he presented an overview of the DE installation at his residential property. 

MAIN DISCUSSION POINTS: 

 We need to be careful how the term “cost reflective tariffs” is used. Low income consumers 

place low stress on the network & should accrue benefits. WACOSS supports cost-reflective 

pricing but providing vulnerable consumers are considered in allocating prices. (IC) 

o Inclining block tariffs could be considered as a model to address this issue. 

o Other issues include disadvantaging large households operating under a single meter 

(IC) 

o It was offered that critical peak pricing could exist alongside TOU & inclining block 

tariffs (LC) 

 Recharging load from electric vehicles must be managed carefully – definite priority for the 

utility but needs collaborative approach with other interested parties (govt, business, 

consumer groups, etc.) 

 Matching supply and demand is difficult: 

o Renewable generators often at the edge of the grid, which does not match the load 

profile. 

o New developments may not be located close to unconstrained service areas. 

 Utilities role may be more limited in protecting vulnerable consumers, while govt agencies 

etc. play important roles 

 The main benefits of DSR for vulnerable and low income consumers is in keeping lights 

(security) on and costs down (affordability) 

o Almost all of the interruptible load provided by DSR gets shifted to other times of 

the day (this translates to limited energy/environmental savings benefits) 

 The resources sector is in some places an important driver for network investment, but is 

not the only driver – there are many regular new connections 

 There is significant untapped potential for utilising DSM to meet peak loads. 

 

PANEL SESSION 3: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CASE STUDIES 

 

Panelist presentations for which slides were not available are briefly summarised here. 

 

Louise Duxbury, South Coast Power Working Group: Working with Western Power has been useful 

and they have been a good partner. She raised the concept of “Negawatts” where WP pay for load 

reduction under Beat the Peak program. Audience members were surprised to hear that this is the 

case (including ISF). Ms Duxbury noted that consumer behaviour is a very difficult to change and 

maintain in the long-term. 
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Alex Graf, Energy Power Systems (Caterpillar engine supplier): Gas reciprocating engines have a role 

to play in security, sustainability and affordability. He suggested that there are a lot of players out 

there in the electricity market and there is not great clarity on whose role is what – this creates a 

significant barrier of entry is not knowing who to approach and the early mover are the ones that 

bear the burden but this makes it easier for those that follow. He closed by noting that reciprocating 

engines want to be part of the DE Roadmap. 

 

Glen Head, WA Sustainable Energy Association: The Association is the peak body for generators, 

product suppliers, service providers (e.g. aggregators) etc. to support the objectives of DE. Mr Head 

stated that despite incredibly attractive payback times of less than a year, EE is still not getting 

adequate traction in WA. Every client they deal with has an energy audit sitting on their shelf not 

having been acted upon. Mr head applauded Louise Duxbury for carefully documenting their 

activities and outcomes for replication elsewhere. He stated the importance of integrating RE & EE 

approaches and finding a mechanism to get payment to consumers for avoiding network costs. His 

main recommendations were: 

 “Pilots are the way to do things” – lots of good ideas but not enough commitment to piloting 

them before policy rollout. 

 Govt needs to take notice and support those initiatives for broader implementation. 

 

Don Anderson, Great Southern Solar: Mr Anderson suggested that we have inbuilt assumptions that 

we only get paid for the energy that is produced, and that this is a hangover from the oil and gas 

industry. He went on to say that using network analysis to determine the congested areas this can 

be an innovative way top approach this. To bring this together we need to pick up additional 

revenue streams: 

1. Energy produced (currently credited) 

2. Network support (as discussed by iGrid Project 4 research team); and 

3. Demand forecast risk. 

 

Mr Anderson explains in relation to the third revenue stream above that network augmentations are 

based around risk assessments. It might often take 5-7yrs for a transmission line to be planned, 

agreed upon with stakeholders and installed. By the time you’re ready to install, the funds have 

been committed for an asset you may not even need given developments in actual load. Small-scale 

renewables that are quick to deploy (due to small regulatory requirements) are a way to manage 

those risks. 

MAIN DISCUSSION POINTS: 

 Applicability of smart-grid technologies and services spans a range of grid size applications 

 Business case for embedded generator: 

o Economics are difficult at residential scale 

o Issue encountered with the business case for larger scale industrial applications can 

be the coincidence of peak network periods and periods of greatest value on-site. 

o The business case for DG, if approached from a coordinated perspective together 

with EE/Load Mgmt, can be made more promising provided benefits accrue to the 

correct party. 
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o The interlinked nature of the DE “industry” is starting to be recognised – to realise 

the full ‘value chain’ it pays for the business community to work together. 

Regulatory barriers can be more effectively addressed when different business apply 

their influence in a coordinated way. 

 Issue of safety switching for solar PV – systems can be designed around this through 

islanding. 

 There are opportunities for interested and engaged communities to get involved DE in a 

commercial sense. 

 Transaction costs – what is the role for case studies & for a govt agency to compile and 

disseminate information? 

o There is not one right answer 

o There are difficulties associated with trademark secrets 

o Need to look carefully at the reason for doing this 

 Western Power’s participation in the Green Towns program is positive from a business case 

perspective (LD) 

o This approach is not consistent across the whole network as the industry is still 

finding difficulties capturing avoided network costs. (GH) 

o Information for practitioners on network constraints to apply DE is difficult to find 

(GH)  

o There has been a notable cultural shift within WP over recent years in favour of DE. 

 There is a role for iGrid cluster and others to be working on cross-fertilisation between 

innovative and successful projects, with backing from govt. funding. 

 Sticky issue of equity of total consumer subsidisation for renewable DG: 

o Pertinent to subsidies more generally (LD). 

o Leads to need for improvement in pricing signals for consumers or other investors to 

invest in DSM. 

 

5. PROCESS DISCUSSION 

 

The process utilised in this forum was to assemble high profile, knowledgeable and diverse panels 

around specific relevant Project 4 research topics to both impart both knowledge and alternative 

viewpoints, and bring out debate particularly when interacting with participants.  

 

The advantages of this format were: 

 The rarely seen combination of high-profile speakers and panellists sparked open and frank 

discussion on some of the key issues confronting DE in Western Australia; 

 Areas of both commonality and difference between these major influential market players 

emerged in a transparent and interactive fashion; 

 A large number of attendees were able to contribute with relatively generous time 

allocation for open discussion and questions; and 

 Attendees were successfully given the opportunity to pose big and potentially divisive 

questions to an influential panel.  
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The drawbacks of this format were: 

 Attendees were less able to elaborate on their views and enter into vigorous discussion with 

panellists, as most questions were answered directly with fairly limited dialogue between 

the panel and the audience; 

 As a result, while topics of discussion were directed by the audience, the opinions received 

were largely those of the panel. This made direct comparison of the policy 

recommendations stemming from the Sydney deliberative process difficult to compare 

directly with that stemming from the Perth forum. 

 

6. EVALUATION 

 

The Industry Forum conducted in Perth was considered successful in:  

 Raising awareness of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship among key stakeholder groups; 

 Explaining to stakeholders the purpose of vision of the Distributed Energy Roadmap; 

 Provide a forum in which stakeholders could learn about the different perspectives and 

issues surrounding the implementation of an Intelligent Grid; 

 Creating the opportunity for audience engagement and feedback; 

 Continuing a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to ensure that the research is relevant 

and practical; and  

 Building relationships with and between key government and industry players, which it is 

hoped will assist in minimise institutional barriers to the acceptance of DE in the future. 

 

It could be further improved by obtaining broader and larger audience participation, with 

engagement of other network utilities such as Horizon Power and energy retailers. The lack of a 

retailer perspective was notable in the speaker/panellist line-up. 

 

We did not received any responses to our request for electronic feedback of the Perth Forum. 

However, a number of attendees provided feedback on the day of forum. On the whole attendees 

found it a positive and relevant experience that expanded their understanding of policies to facilitate 

the uptake of distributed energy and they would attend a similar forum in the future.   

 

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR IGRID CLUSTER RESEARCH 

 

This section distils the major points raised in Section 5, and interprets these in the context of iGrid 

cluster research program. 

DISTINGUISHING ELEMENTS OF THE WA CONTEXT: 

 Government regulators and policy makers have a strong economic philosophy underpinned 

by a cost-benefit analysis framework, which suggests that without cost reflective pricing or 

adequate recognition of the electricity system benefits of DE, these technologies will face 

undue barriers.  
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o Consequently a lot of emphasis is being placed on both full retail contestability and 

cost reflective pricing in WA as a solution a range of DE-related issues. This suggests 

that care will need to be taken over this element to ensure that DE is kept in mind as 

this area develops (in the context of Policy option #5). 

 WA may be a rich source of useful data for further development of iGrid cluster research 

given its experience with DE and advanced information systems. 

 The iGrid policy suggestion of a coordination agency (Policy option #20) managing progress 

towards DE goals addresses many of the inter-agency coordination questions raised 

throughout the session to more successfully deliver DE outcomes. 

 Some similarities and differences between Forum Feedback at the Perth and Sydney can be 

noted. 

 

Table 1: Similarities between Sydney & Perth iGrid Forum Policy Priorities 

 

Table 2: Differences between Sydney & Perth iGrid Forum Policy Priorities 
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT POINTS RAISED FOR CONSIDERATION IN THE DE ROADMAP: 

 “Cost reflective tariffs” need not be incompatible with social equity, but vulnerable 

consumer groups must be considered when setting prices, and this should be embedded 

within the roadmap as a mandatory consideration (in the context of Policy option #5). The 

roles and responsibilities underpinning delivery consumer equity outcomes need to be 

defined. 

 The current regulatory environment needs to be adapted to ensure benefits from new 

technologies (e.g. electric vehicles, DSR) do not cause market distortions. 

o Establishing the framework for electric vehicle recharging will require a careful, 

collaborative approach with govt, business, consumer groups, etc. 

 Interim moves to reward low carbon DE for emissions reduction may need to be considered 

in the absence of a carbon price (Policy option #4). 

 The forum supported the case for pilots and case studies (appear in Policy Option #17) to 

play a role in the DE Roadmap. For example, WA has one of few examples nationally of 

networks paying consumers for load reduction, which other jurisdictions can learn from.  

 Despite government perceptions of the building blocks being in place, energy efficiency is 

still underrepresented in the market even where payback times are incredibly attractive. The 

WA situation is thus consistent with that of the NEM.  

 There was broad agreement (within Western Power and the DE industry) on the importance 

of finding a mechanism to both better identify opportunities for DE to reduce network 

constraints and to get payment to DE implementing agents (consumers or others) for 

delivering these savings. This reinforces the importance of the DANCE and DCODE models as 

means of facilitating industry engagement with these issues.  

 The avoided cost calculation framework should be reviewed in light of the “demand forecast 

risk” element described by Mr Anderson. 

 It became apparent that regulatory barriers can be more effectively addressed when 

different business apply their influence in a coordinated way. This should underpin the 

roadmap approach. 

 


